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Abstract 
In this study, existing work, opportunities, standards and essential safety aspects on 
development of LVDC distribution systems have been considered. It can be summarised 
that the standard requirements for AC systems also applies to DC systems, and that one 
does not come apart DC-DC regulators in equipment due to the galvanic separation 
which is needed to fulfil the safety requirements. One of the main challenges of 
introducing an LVDC system is the non-existence of building codes and standards 
intended for an LVDC system in buildings. 
The critical step of developing a DC distribution system is selecting the voltage level. 
Earlier studies conclude that: 
• A standard voltage level of 230 V DC is proven to be sufficient for normal 
office loads, as long as the cable length does not exceed 80 m 
• For higher power loads up to 6.5 kW the voltage level has to be increased to 
326 V DC for systems with a cable length of maximum 47 m and 2.5 mm2 
This study proposes an LVDC system supplied by converted power from the main grid 
(AC-DC), where the size of the LVDC system is decided by performed measurements at 
an example building. In order to compare the losses in an AC and DC system, it was 
chosen to perform simulations on component level. It can be concluded that: 
• An LVDC system supplied by a central VSC converting power from the AC 
grid is an energy efficient system solution compared to the existing AC system 
solution, largely depending on the performance of the VSC 
Simulations and calculations resulted in a requirement of performance > 97.7 % of the 
VSC in order for it to be more energy efficient with an DC system instead of the existing 
AC system solution with AC-DC converters in each link with a performance of 
approximately 97 %. Experts believe that it is possible to gain this performance in the 
future based on performance for smaller converters developed by leading manufactures. 
Based on the different aspects considered regarding introduction of an LVDC 
distribution system, simulated models, and performed measurements, it can be 
concluded that: 
• From earlier studies it can be concluded that on the economic side, an LVDC 
distribution system seems benefitual 
• Original DC loads will benefit from having a separate DC system in terms of 
power loss at a voltage level of 230 V DC 
• AC loads require high power delivered and it will be most energy efficient to 
keep the connection to the existing AC system 
• An LVDC system with a size of approximate 20 kW is realistic in the future, 
supplying a floor in a building with DC loads 
From the material presented in this report, it can be summarised that it is a realistic 
possibility for future distribution systems in buildings to have an energy efficient mixed 
supply system, AC and DC. 
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Sammendrag 
I denne rapporten er det eksisterende arbeidet med å utvikle systemløsninger for et 
lavspent DC system presentert. Det kan oppsummeres at standard krav til AC systemer 
også gjelder for DC systemer, og at man ikke kommer utenom DC-DC regulatorer i 
utstyr på grunn av det galvaniske skillet som er nødvendig for å oppfylle 
sikkerhetskravene. En av de største utfordringene med å innføre et DC system er at det 
ikke eksisterer standarder som er beregnet for et lavspent DC anlegg i bygninger. 
I tillegg er det kritiske utfordringer, som valg av spenningsnivå, ved innføring av en ny 
systemløsning. Tidligere studier viser at: 
• Et standard spenningsnivå på 230 V DC er bevist å være tilfredsstillende for 
normale kontorlaster, så lenge kabellengden ikke overstiger 80 m 
• For laster som krever høyere effekt enn 6.5 kW, må spenningsnivået økes til 
326 V DC med en kabellengde på maksimum 47 m og 2.5 mm2 
Denne rapporten foreslår en ny systemløsning, med et lavspent DC system forsynt med 
omformet energi fra nettet (AC-DC), hvor størrelsen av DC systemet bestemmes av 
utførte målinger på en eksempel bygning. For å kunne sammenligne tapene i et AC og 
DC system, ble det utført simuleringer på komponent nivå. Ut i fra dette kan det 
konkluderes at: 
• Det avhenger sterkt av virkningsgraden til en sentral omformer som forsyner 
det lavspente DC anlegget med likerettet effekt fra AC nettet, når det kommer 
til om det er en mer energieffektiv løsning enn den eksisterende 
Simuleringer og beregninger resulterte i et krav om at virkningsgraden til den sentrale 
omformeren må være > 97.7 % for at det skal være mer energieffektivt med et DC 
system istedenfor den eksisterende AC systemløsningen med omformere i hvert ledd 
med en ytelse på ca. 97 %. Eksperter mener at det er mulig å oppnå denne ytelsen i 
fremtiden basert på virkningsgraden for mindre omformere utviklet frem til i dag. 
Ut i fra de vurderte aspektene, simulerte modeller og utførte målinger, kan det ved 
innføring av et lavspent DC anlegg også konkluderes at: 
• Fra tidligere studier kan det konkluderes at fra et økonomisk synspunkt virker 
det fordelaktig med et DC system 
• Originale DC laster vil ha nytte av et eget DC system når det kommer til 
effekttap i kabler med et spenningsnivå på 230 V DC 
• AC laster krever høy effekt levert og det vil derfor være mest energi effektivt å 
beholde koblingen til det eksisterende AC systemet 
• Det er realistisk for et DC system som forsyner en etasje i fremtiden å ha en 
størrelse på ca. 20 kW 
Fra materialet presentert i denne rapporten kan det konkluderes at det er en realistisk 
mulighet for fremtidige fordelingssystem i bygninger å ha et energieffektiv kombinert 
system, med både AC og DC. 
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1 Introduction 
In today’s buildings, equipment is supplied with power from the 230 V AC system, but 
the majority of the end loads needs DC power from rectifiers on various voltage levels. 
With today’s AC distribution system solution, power is converted up and down between 
different voltage levels and to DC. These conversions result in loss of valuable energy 
and high costs due to the converters. 
The aim of this project is to try to identify the possibilities for having one or more 
separate DC supply systems for DC loads in future buildings. 
With the current focus on having a sustainable environment, interest in energy saving, 
recycling and increased developments in the DC end use equipment, supports the 
possibility of having a future DC system. 
Furthermore, with the invention of Smart Grid, it is possible to connect different 
Distributed Generator Sources (DGS) from renewables as wind, photovoltaic and fuel 
cells. Wind turbines are able to produce both AC and DC power, but due to the variable 
wind, the electricity generated needs to pass through battery banks before it can be 
distributed to the grid, which result in wind parks effectively being DC compatible. 
Moreover, with the on-growing trend of electrical vehicles, it is natural to think of them 
as part of a DC system, in that the battery bank in the car is connected to the grid. The 
proposed solution of having a separated DC system would have great efficiency 
improvements and also provides opportunities for simplification of the system, by 
reducing the conversion process from DC-AC-DC, to exploit DC power directly. 
This report consider the complex problem of comparing the existing 230 V AC supply 
system in buildings, to having one or more separate DC supply systems supplying DC 
loads in addition to the existing AC system supplying AC loads. These systems are 
weighted against each other in terms of opportunities and benefits. In addition to 
examining safety aspects, it outlines and analyses a hypothetical system solution. The 
main objective is to investigate the opportunities of having a DC system in future 
buildings. 
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2 Development of the Power Supply System 
The need for electricity supply in domestic and commercial buildings is obvious. This is 
especially the case in Norway where electricity is supplied to electrical dependant 
equipment such as heating ovens, lighting, and computers. 
In this case, the European Standard, ETSI EN 300 123-3-1 V2.1.1 [1], and the 
regulations on low voltage electrical installations [2], mainly applies. 
Electricity supply also ensures increased comfort in addition to being an energy source 
that people are entirely dependent of. 
2.1 Historical Development 
In the 19th century, Thomas Edison, invented the first electric power system which was 
direct current (DC) compatible [3]. The DC power transmission was replaced by Nicola 
Tesla´s alternating current (AC) electric power system, as the AC transmission system 
was proven to transmit power over long distances with small losses by stepping up the 
voltage level. Even though high voltage DC effectively can be transmitted over long 
distances today, none cost-efficient technologies existed at that time [4]. The AC 
transmission system was therefore chosen to be the standard [5][6]. 
Today, AC power is converted to DC power to make the power applicable for the 
majority of loads in buildings [7]. These transformations commence inefficiencies, 
losses, and potential fault elements [4]. 
With the development of intelligent systems on the load side, there is also a trend on the 
supply side, Distributed Generators Sources (DGS) and Smart Grids. The need for more 
intelligent, efficient and advanced system controlling gives incentives to look into 
having a separated DC supply system in addition to the existing AC supply system in 
buildings. The possibility of having a separate DC supply system connected to multiple 
renewable energy sources and energy storage elements, could be an alternative or in 
addition to the existing AC system, providing zero emission and energy efficiency in 
buildings [8].	  
The current power grid is able to ensure secure power supply as the demand varies by 
overdesign, redundancy and system configurations, which are electromechanically 
controlled. The infrastructure of today’s grid is aging, which leads to a slow and 
unreliable system [8]. 
With the direct use of DC power it is possible to have more energy efficient 
consumption. This is due to the reduction in rectifiers, which reduces the size of the 
system. This leads to decreased costs and power conversion stages, which could result in 
increased efficient consumption of energy [7]. The concept of having a separated DC 
grid opens up the possibility for a new market for electronic device manufacturers and a 
new distribution network [9]. 
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2.2 AC versus DC: Advantages and Disadvantages 
Alternating Current (AC) is a flow of electrons that varies periodically in both directions 
of a leader. Alternating Current (AC) has two natural current zero crossings each period. 
This can be seen from the mathematical description of a single-phase harmonic 
sinusoidal current [10]: 
    𝐼 = 𝐼!sin  (𝜔𝑡)        (2.2.1) 
where I is the current, I0 is the value of the current amplitude, t is time and 𝜔 is the 
angular frequency 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓.  
As the AC current has two natural zero crossings each cycle, in case of a fault a switch 
will operate (open) and there will exist an arch until the current is zero, which means 
that the arch will extinguish. If it is assumed that the voltage is almost in phase with the 
current at the zero crossing, the voltage will be low at that time. This will give the 
ionized air from the arch some time to dissipate before the voltage rises, and the air gap 
should be sufficient [11][12]. 
Unlike AC, DC current is a flow of electrons that moves steadily in one direction with 
constant magnitude, and there are no natural zero crossing [5][13]. In the case of a fault, 
the switch has to break the current by separating the contacts with enough distance 
across air, so the voltage across the gap is to small to maintain the ionized path. This is 
the reason for the need of higher AC rating than it is for DC rating. Another challenge 
connected to DC switch applications, is the case where batteries are involved. This is 
because the spark from the arch could trigger a hydrogen explosion if the batteries are 
close in distance and not sealed [12]. 
AC has a lot of advantages compared to DC, in that high voltage AC power can be 
transported in long transmission lines safely and result in small losses, and it can be 
transformed up and down in voltage level. It is therefore possible to transport large 
amounts of energy with small losses. Moreover, sinusoidal AC can easily be generated 
and is inexpensive to distribute. However, in AC circuits, phase shift occurs due to the 
shift in phase angle of the current and voltage [3][10]. 
Since the flow of electrons varies periodically in both directions of a leader, AC has the 
advantage of being able to handle power flow in both directions; from the grid to the 
consumption point and from the consumption point to the grid. This property is 
especially benefitual when the consumer has alternative energy sources as wind, 
photovoltaic and fuel cells connected, and the consumer produce more energy than it 
utilize [3][10]. 
AC is preferred when small amounts of energy are transported in transmission lines 
because the capacitive losses are acceptable in long cables. With increased amount of 
energy in long cables DC is considered as an effective solution instead of AC, because; 
with increased amount of energy, capacitive losses are decreased, even though inverters 
has to be installed in both ends of the cable [10]. 
In earlier studies calculations on cable losses in AC and DC systems has been 
performed. In [14] it is concluded that; “when comparing the current in the DC system 
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with the single-phase AC feeder, and they both deliver the same active power, the 
current is lower in the DC case”. This can be seen from Ohms law and the relation [15]: 
    𝑃 = 𝑈 ∙ 𝐼          (2.2.2) 
It is possible to draw the conclusion that reduced current would give reduced losses, as 
in the DC case. However, in the three-phase case for power factor higher than 0.57, the 
losses is higher in the DC network than in the AC network, due to the transmission of 
the same amount of power in two lines instead of three, this could be changed with 
increased voltage [14]. 
Further on in [14], it has been detected losses in the AC system due to transformation 
between various voltage levels, and in DC systems, switching and conduction losses 
occur in the AC-DC-conversion by the voltage source controller and losses appear due 
to the DC-DC conversion between different voltage levels. 
LVDC has some advantages compared to the existing AC distribution system, in that it 
is more reliable, the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is improved, and the 
opportunity of storing energy in battery blocks [4]. 
Table 1: Represents challenges related to supplying AC or DC power [16][17]. 
Challenges related to supplying 
AC DC 
Frequency problems, affect the quality of the supplied power and possibly equipment 
performance. 
Harmonics, effects of distortion in the supplied voltage can disturb the operation of 
sensitive devices, such as; regulation devices (temperature), computer hardware, and 
control & monitoring devices (protection devices). 
RMS voltage challenges, difference in 
RMS and instantaneous power 
Slow and rapid voltage fluctuations 
Voltage variations, affect the quality of power and can introduce flicker problems. 
The waveform, and problems connected 
with reactive power 
 
 
In existing AC systems, the supplied current to installations in domestic and commercial 
buildings will normally have a current level of 𝐼! < 1𝑘𝐴. In industrial processes, where 
there exist some DC systems, for example in smelting plants, where they manufacture 
metals, the supplied power is equivalent to several tens of kA [18].  DC is also widely 
used in control systems for power supply. Siemens for example, have control systems 
applicable to DC with voltage levels from 48 V and up to 220 V DC. DC supply systems 
require other types of equipment than AC supply systems to ensure safe operation of the 
system; miniature circuit breakers (MCB) and contractors need to replace automatic 
breakers that no longer fulfil its purpose [18]. 
The reason for choosing DC power in control systems is the advantages it has compared 
to the problems associated with AC power in this type of system. With 50 Hz AC power, 
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problems with the capacitance and reactive part, delays the inductor in the control 
circuit. By having a DC power supply system, no capacitance problems exist and it is 
therefore benefitual to apply DC power in this case. The motor technique that moves the 
switch in control systems is also DC compatible. The disadvantage with applying DC to 
control systems is the non-existence of natural zero crossing, to be able to break the 
power, DC-DC contactors are applied. DC-DC contactors are more expensive and the 
volume of the component is increased, compared to AC automatic breakers [18]. 
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3 Background for Considering an LVDC System with One 
Voltage Level 
The reason for looking at the possibility of introducing an LVDC system, are the 
possibilities such a system offers in terms of direct use of energy to DC loads such as: 
• Lighting (LED) 
• Phone chargers 
• Televisions 
• IT equipment 
• Network equipment 
• Servers 
• Batteries 
• Large number of electric motors 
In this equipment, losses are occurring due to the AC-DC conversion in the power 
converters and it produces high heat losses during operation and in stand-by mode, with 
power supplied from the existing AC system. The idea is to try to reduce these losses by 
applying DC power directly to the end use equipment. 
The power required for LVDC loads vary with the activity when using the equipment. In 
a computer for example, the supplied 230 V AC is converted to mainly 5 and 12 V DC. 
It is therefore evident that a power supply unit (PSU) for a computer that is rated at 650 
W, does not utilize power of 650 W all the time. The PSU of the computer only draws 
the power required when the computer is working, and the computer does therefore not 
require 650 W constantly. The 650 W is therefore not necessarily the power that the 
computer utilizes, but it is the maximum power the charger can deliver [19]. This is 
represented in Figure 1 below, which contains measurements performed in [19].  
 
Figure 1: The diagram represents power [W] utilized in appliances at rest and in operation [19]. 
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It is convenient to look into having an LVDC network because the end use equipment 
are mainly low voltage components and does not represent high power loads. An LVDC 
distribution system is effective mainly for DC equipment, which does not depend on 
large effects provided. A low voltage system is defined by the European Union directive 
2006/95/EC to be [20]: “DC voltages between 75-1500 V DC and AC voltages between 
50-1000 V AC”. 
Some of the end use equipment such as: 
• Induction heaters 
• Different washing machines 
• Refrigerators 
• Microwave ovens 
• Electrical heaters  
represent large loads and require high power delivered to be effective. When it comes to 
these loads, it would be more efficient to keep the connection to the existing AC 
distribution system, than an LVDC distribution system [11][21]. This is because an 
LVDC system would have problems with delivering power in that ranges effectively. An 
example of this, is connecting a stove to an LVDC system, where this solution results in 
higher energy losses in the feeder cable due to the high current, compared to the existing 
AC solution applied today [6]. DC motors exist and can replace the motors in some of 
the mentioned equipment, but due to the increased costs of replacing an AC motor with 
a DC motor, AC compatible apparatus is still the leading one on the market. DC motors 
are produced differently than AC motors and this technique increases the production 
cost of the DC motors. AC also has three phases, which can be effectively utilized when 
producing power [18]. 
In the existing AC supply system only one set of cables is needed. With the development 
of a separate AC and DC system, it would be necessary to have another set of cables, 
which complicates the system solution. It would be costly to install this system in 
existing buildings, as the DC distribution system would represent an increased cost, but 
it might be earned with the energy effective system solution it represents over time. 
However, earlier studies conclude that the same cables can be used in an DC system, as 
in the AC system, (with some restrictions to the cable length to be efficient), and might 
not introduce an increased cost [14]. Moreover, in new buildings, the DC system would 
not represent an increased investment costs, as the same amount of cables as in the 
existing AC distribution case is needed. 
When having a separated DC system, it could be an idea to have different voltage levels 
in the system for different equipment, as a 5 V, 12 V and 24 V DC system. However, 
this have been proven to not be efficient, as the DC power reduces significantly with 
increased cable length, and with very low voltage levels, this would represent high 
losses. It could therefore be more efficient to supply a standard voltage level in the 
LVDC system and to have regulators in the end use equipment that control the required 
DC voltage for the application [22]. 
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In [22] the efficiency of a DC-DC converter has been calculated to be 95 % and for a 
AC-DC converter the efficiency has been calculated to 90 %, it has further on been 
performed calculations which shows that an appliance with an DC-DC converter has an 
efficiency of 95 %, while an appliance with AC-DC converter has an efficiency of 85 %. 
These results represent one of the potential benefits and energy saving potentials an 
LVDC distribution system could gain compared to the existing AC distribution system.  
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4 Requirements for Low Voltage Installations 
In Norway, the standard distribution system has a voltage level of 230 V AC three-phase 
with a frequency of 50 Hz [10]. This voltage level is regulated in the equipment in 
buildings to fit the voltage level necessary [11].  
AC current and voltage are constantly changing direction, with a frequency of 50 Hz, 
this means that the voltage and current are changing direction 50 times per second, 
which complicates the technical level of AC [3]. For example, this results in a lamp that 
is connected to the distribution grid is turned on/off 100 times per second. The human 
eye has the ability to accumulate individual repeat-flash and summing all, as long as the 
dark intervals are not too long. This is the effect that makes it possible to look at a 
screen, and the image on the screen is perceived as a constant slide, and not a series of 
flickering frames [23]. The Flicker fusion frequency or the Critical fusion frequency is 
defined in [23] to be: “The number of flashes per. seconds needed for appearance of 
flickering shall cease and be replaced by a continuous visual images”. Humans are able 
to see 50 Hz, and cannot normally see 100 Hz, the Critical fusion frequency  ≈ 60 Hz 
[24]. 
The last couple of years some key standards concerning DC distribution have been 
developed. ETSI (European Telecom Standards Institute) has developed a standard that 
has been submitted for approval. This standard concerns the requirements for the 
interface between telecommunication or data communication equipment and its power 
supply. The standard voltage range for these systems at the supply terminal is defined to 
be [1][25]: 
• Minimum 260 V DC 
• Maximum 400 V DC 
The normal operating voltage is stated in [1] to be 354 V and 380 V, and the reference 
voltage is defined at: 
    𝑈! = 265 ± 15  𝑉           (4.1) 
It is further on described in [1] that the PSU may be exposed to a interim variation in 
voltage within a range of 260 V - 400 V caused by boost charging, fault clearing, battery 
operation and voltage sags. However, the equipment will receive well regulated voltage 
(380  𝑉  𝐷𝐶   ± 1  %  𝑜𝑟  350  𝑉  𝐷𝐶   ± 1  %) [1]. 
Even though the requirements in the standard in [1] do not apply to installations in 
buildings directly, the requirements give some incentives, to where the voltage range 
should be defined for a DC distribution system supplying end load DC equipment in 
buildings. 
In current regulations, the safety requirements for AC and DC distribution systems are 
equal. This implies that an LVDC distribution system must achieve the high safety 
standard that is required for AC distribution systems. In the Norwegian regulation 
applicable for low voltage electrical installations [2], the requirements for protection and 
protective measurement to ensure safe operation of the electrical distribution system is 
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stated. Further on in [2], it is referred to a standard collection, The Electrotechnical 
Standard Collection, applicable in Norway [26]. The standard is constructed on the basis 
of international standards from IEC and CENELEC and the IEC 60364 series, and does 
not contain much regulations and guidelines relevant for DC systems, except for HVDC 
energy transmission. This shows that LVDC distribution systems are an area that is not 
included in the world standards yet. There is on-going work at this area, as IEC include 
several committees working on topics adjacent to LVDC systems, such as Power 
Electronics for Electrical Transmission and Distribution System and Grid Integration of 
Large-capacity Renewable Energy (RE) Generation [2][26][27]. 
Even though, there does not exist any standards that directly applies for a DC system in 
buildings, there exist regulations on Electrolysis plant with operating voltage between 
50 V DC and 1500 V DC, and with an output performance exceeding 500 kW in [26], 
IEC 400-8-815. It is specified in [26] IEC 400-8-815.410.3.3: “For electrical equipment 
installed or used in a work zone, must be electrical isolated in accordance with IEC-400-
4-41”. These regulations set the focus on, that one does not come apart the galvanic 
separation that currently exists in converters. 
The reason for not having standards regulating LVDC distribution systems with separate 
policy, is because an LVDC system has not been considered as an effective and 
appropriate system solution, except in some industrial processes, until now. This 
development has close relations to the expansion of Distributed Generator Sources 
(DGS), and the possibility of direct exploitation of DC [27]. 
Traditionally, consumer has been consumer, but a change is about to happen in terms of 
this. With the invention and development of DGS, it is now relevant to talk about 
prosumer, which consist of a producer and consumer, as the consumer will provide the 
network with surplus energy from its own distribution system. The Norwegian Electro 
Technical Comity has developed a strategy based on this [27]. 
Further on, the work has started globally to develop standards for the future energy grid. 
IEC is one of three organisations that are working with developing standards, globally. 
They are focusing on wind energy, intelligent control systems of power, Smart Meters 
and control of loads through their program Road map for Smart Grid. The European 
Union (EU) has set a mandate to promote focus on Smart Grid, Smart Meters and the 
Electrical Vehicle (EV). So hopefully some standards regarding LVDC distribution 
systems will be included in near future standards [28]. 
As an example of the development of standards for equipment applicable to DC, there 
has been developed a new USB-standard, USB PD (Power Delivery) that will be able to 
deliver 100 W DC, from 2014. A USB connection could be used for energy and data 
transmission. Until today, USB-devices have only been able to deliver 2.5 W and 4.5 W 
by USB 2.0 and USB 3.0 respectively. This invention will make it possible to deliver 
energy to all of the desktop equipment from one USB device. This development would 
in theory result in a computer being the only equipment that would need traditional 
connection to the AC distribution system with the current rectifier setup. Schneider 
Electric is positive to the invention but points out the doubt of the application going 
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beyond the desktop, and mentions the development and popularity of having wireless 
devices [29]. 
A pioneering example is the development in the United States, where there has been 
promoted a 380 V DC standard applicable for data centres and commercial buildings by 
The Emerge Alliance. They have also established a standard for 24 V DC ceiling circuits 
resulting in a reduction of 15 % less energy consumed with having LED lighting 
connected with DC lines, than converting AC-DC [30]. In this case, there are developed 
a separate efficient system for lighting equipment at a voltage level of 24 V, in contrast 
to the result in [22], where it is concluded that it is not efficient with a DC system at a 
voltage level of 24 V supplying DC equipment. Furthermore, it is on-going work in 
Emerge to install DC power to desktops, avoiding the conversion from AC-DC when 
connecting office equipment [30]. 
4.1 Classification of Voltage Classes and Distribution Requirements 
In Norway, Regulations on Low Voltage Electrical Installations (Forskrift om Elektriske 
Lavspenningsanlegg) has guidance to § 10 in reference to the Norwegian 
Electrotechnical Norm (Norsk Elektroteknisk Norm), which describes the following 
voltage values for AC in the range from 100 – 1000 V [2][26][31]: 
Table 2: Presents the standard voltage level for AC systems [26]. 
230 V 230/400 V 400/690 V 1000 V 
 
With two values specified, for example 230/400 V, it indicates that the line voltage is 
400 V, while the neutral line is available and the phase voltage is 230 V. When there is 
only specified one value, for example 230 V, it means that only the line voltage is 
available and no neutral line [26][31]. 
IT-topology is used for purposes where the nominal voltage has a value up to 690 V AC 
in Norway, while the most widely used voltage level are 230 V AC [26][31]. The low-
voltage distribution system transports the electrical energy from the distribution 
transformer to the end use equipment [31]. An IT-system is defined in the Norwegian 
Electro Technical Commission [26]: “IT-system, all live parts isolated from earth, or a 
point earthed through an impedance. Exposed parts of the installation are grounded 
separately or public, or to the system ground in accordance with Section 411.6 in IEC 
400-4-41”. However, in the majority of new commercial buildings the distribution 
system installed is TN-topology. A TN-topology is defined in The Norwegian Electro 
Technical Commission [26]: “TN-system has one point directly earthed at the power 
source and the exposed conductive parts connected to that point by protective 
conductors”. 
The most critical step of developing a DC distribution system is selecting the voltage 
level [25]. In [32] a part of the distribution system of the Department of Electric Power 
Engineering at Chalmers University of Technology (Gothenburg-Sweden) is evaluated 
in terms of supplying DC power. The limitation of the system is the impedance that is 
included in the system, which represents 20 m of 70 mm2 three-phase cable between the 
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substation transformer and the switch gear, with a requirement on the maximum allowed 
current 145 A and impedance 443 + j70 !! at 20 ℃ [32]. 
The evaluation of different system voltage levels in a DC supply system is considered as 
part of the study [32]: 
• 48 V DC: A voltage level lower than 50 V is considered inherently safe. 
Therefore, a system of 48 V DC does not have any requirements on protection 
against direct contacts; that is contacts with live parts. 
• 120 V DC: With a voltage level of 120 V, it is possible to have a simple system 
as no protection or grounding arrangement is required against indirect contacts; 
that is contacts with exposed-conductive parts, which has become live under 
fault conditions. 
• 230 V DC: A voltage level of 230 V DC is equivalent to the RMS value of 230 
V AC. This voltage level could therefore be applied to resistance equipment, 
such as heating and incandescent lighting, without changes. 
• 326 V DC: With a voltage level of 326 V DC applied, some modifications in 
the equipment must be made. In many of the electronic devices, there is an 
input diode rectifier, which gives the peak value of the 230 V AC voltages, 
equivalent to 326 V DC. With a standard voltage level of 326 V DC, these 
appliances could be used with some modifications; remove the input rectifier. 
The same cables could be applied, as the insulation should resist this voltage 
level. 
A voltage level of 48 V DC has been applied to telecommunication equipment earlier. 
Therefore, devices applicable to 48 V DC exist on the market. These devices are 
expensive, due to high reliability requirements [21][32]. 
The results in [32] demonstrate that with a voltage level of 48 V DC, the power losses is 
too high for this voltage level to be considered as an effective solution compared to the 
existing 230 V AC system and the current exceeds the tolerated value of 145 A. The 
maximum voltage drop conditions limit the maximum current already at a cable length 
of 80 m, as represented in Figure 2.  
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Therefore, it can be concluded that a voltage level of 48 V DC is not an effective voltage 
level for this application. DC systems for lower voltage levels are only used to limited 
extent, as traction systems and on board of ships [7][14]. 
The results in [32] regarding voltage levels of 120, 230 and 326 V DC demonstrates the 
possibility of using the same cables in the case of AC and DC systems. It also presents 
the results when measuring the current and voltage drop at these levels, and concluding 
that the limits is not exceeded except in some specific cases. 
With a voltage level of 230 V DC, the power losses are measured to be lower than for 
230 V AC, with exception of three-phase loads. This decrease is due to the increase in 
reactive power and decrease in power factor in the AC case [32]. 
In [32] it is observed that the voltage drop restriction may be a less constraining factor 
than the maximum current condition, depending on the voltage level and the cable 
length. Further on, the results in [32] indicate that the maximum power at 120 V DC is 
quite high, but the power delivered decreases fast with increased cable length. However, 
a standard voltage level of 230 V DC is proven to be sufficient for normal office loads, 
as long as the cable does not exceed 80 m, and for higher power loads up to 6.5 kW the 
voltage level has to be exceeded to 326 V DC for systems with a cable length of 
maximum 47 m and 2.5 mm2 [32]. 
From these case study results, it is possible to conclude that for an LVDC system with 
one standard voltage level, it might be sufficient to supply 230 V DC as long as the 
existing AC distribution network supplies the loads that is dependent of higher power 
levels than normal office loads. 
Figure 2: Represents the maximum power versus length for cables with cross section 1.5 and 2.5 
mm2 at rated voltage 120 V DC (thin line) and at 48 V DC (thick line) [32]. 
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In [9] it is presented that an LVDC distribution system has increased transmission 
capacity compared to the existing AC distribution system, and it has the property of 
transmitting larger amount of power in cables with reduced cable-cross sections 
compared to the AC case. But, the effectiveness of transmission of DC in cables is 
largely dependent on the applied voltage level [9][32]. 
A low voltage distribution network that is applicable to DC power has to fulfil the same 
requirements and purpose as of the existing AC distribution system with respect to: 
standardization, maintenance and lifetime issues, and the environmental considerations 
[9]. 
It is specified in the European Union standard that the maximum supply limit for AC-
DC converters are 1000 V AC and this also applies to LVDC networks [9]. 
4.2 Quality of Supply in DC Distribution Network 
It is not defined much about DC systems in existing standards, but it is still expected to 
be supplied the same quality of power with a DC distribution system, as for the existing 
AC distribution system [27]. 
In a DC distribution system, the idea is to convert AC power from the main grid, to DC 
power to be supplied in the distribution network. The large challenge with having a DC 
system seems to be the AC-DC converter. If an advanced AC-DC converter was applied, 
that could transform the supplied AC voltage into a stabile DC voltage without 
transferring problems from the AC side to the DC side, the DC power would be 
applicable to a lot of equipment with significant reduction in power quality issues. 
According to [33]: “The voltage is considered stable when it does not change faster than 
0.5 % of the agreed voltage level per second”. 
The AC-DC converter needs to handle a variation in supplied voltage from + 10 % to    
– 15 %. With a converter at this standard, it would be possible to have a system that is 
less sensitive to voltage fluctuations, the RMS value, deviations in frequency and 
waveform. If the AC-DC converter were advanced to handle 50 % voltage drop in the 
system for 1/10 second, the system would be almost immune to frequency variations. 
The system would then be more resistant to voltage dips caused by short circuits in the 
network, automatic reclosures and connection of large loads (motors) in the distribution 
system. In Norway, voltage dips together with interruption are the disturbances causing 
the greatest overall economic loss to customers in the power grid [16][33]. 
A benefit with an advanced converter with these requirements of quality of supply is the 
reductions in immunity qualifications in apparatuses and electronic devices. Other 
advantages would be less damage on electrical equipment, increased lifetime, less 
malfunction and tripping incidents, and stable lighting output and power, due to the 
increased stability of the voltage supplied to the equipment. This indirectly reduces the 
fire hazard and increases the safety of the system. It is essential to value the importance 
of a great advanced AC-DC converter, to be able to gain an efficient and stable DC 
supply system [16][33]. 
In [34] three different circuit schemes have been proposed for realizing the conversion 
between the AC network and the local DC grid, and it has been concluded that an 
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interface with an forced commutated inverter for the stabilization of the DC bus voltage, 
improvement of absorbed current waveform and the possibility to feed loads with two 
voltage levels, obtained the best results. This topology also have the opportunity of 
bidirectional power flow, this allows connected renewable power sources to be utilized 
efficiently by supplying power to the grid, in low demand periods in the LVDC system. 
It is further on stated that there is still work to be done and developments that needs to 
be made, before this is an optimal solution [34]. 
In the existing rectifier technology available today, the electronics is not good enough, 
therefore interference from the AC side will be transferred to the DC side in the rectifier 
process. Interference due to harmonics for example will be transformed from the AC 
side to the DC side, and a stabile power supply without disturbance will not be gained. 
Consequently, electronics in the rectifiers need to be improved, to be able to supply AC 
power from the grid and eventually DGS [18]. 
In [25] a study concerning AC distribution versus DC distribution performed by NTT 
Facilities has been described. The study views the benefits of AC distribution versus DC 
distribution with system reliability, see Figure 3. 
From Figure 3, it is therefore relevant to predict that an LVDC system could have a great 
impact on lighting, variable speed drives and Electrical Vehicle (EV) charging, due to 
the increased reliability. In the case of charging an EV with AC, it is required heavily 
large volume and expensive devices in the EV, with DC it could be directly charged 
[4][28].  
Flicker in lighting is an example of the impact of bad quality of supply in the existing 
AC distribution network, which is a common and widespread problem. Flicker is 
defined in [35]: ”Impression of unsteadiness of visual sensation induced by a lighting 
Figure 3: Describes system reliability in AC versus DC distribution system [8]. 
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stimulus whose luminance or spectral distribution fluctuates with time”. Flicker occurs 
due to variation in the supplied voltage level because of rapid load changes [33]. 
LED lighting equipment is applicable to DC power, and most of the LED equipment that 
exist today, consist of power electronics that transform the supplied AC power to DC 
power. The installed power electronics in devices are mainly poor, and not good enough 
to create a stable DC curve in the transformation. The result from the transformation is 
therefore often flickering in lighting devices. With an advanced converter that would be 
able to stabilize the converted DC power, it would reduce the number of problems 
connected to flickering [16]. 
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5 Evaluating the Safety Aspects of a Supply System 
In electrical distribution systems there are mainly two elements of risk, the danger of 
electric shock (current flow in a harmful level) and high temperatures that can cause fire, 
burns and other harmful effects [31]. 
The regulations and standards that applies for protection of electrical systems, mainly 
concerns the protection of humans and animals against injuries caused by dangerous 
current through the body, and the fire hazard and damage to buildings and other 
properties [31]. 
The safety aspect is maintained in electrical systems by the use of materials and 
equipment approved for the purpose and intended use. Besides personal safety and fire 
safety, reliability for the plant also need to be considered when dimensioning an 
installation [31]. 
5.1 Safety Aspects of a DC Supply System 
An LVDC distribution system is a simpler system compared to the existing AC 
distribution system because of the reduction of AC-DC converters. This reduces the 
number of links and potential fault elements in the system. In today's AC distribution 
system, these converters represent heat losses that increase the fire risk of the system [9]. 
Further on, this simplification result in saved component costs, reduction of power 
conversion stages, increased system efficiency, and gives a less complex system 
compared to the existing system [7][11]. 
However, the LVDC system still has to have the DC-DC regulators that transform the 
applied power to the appropriate voltage level for the specific application. These 
regulators will represent fire hazards in the same way as for the AC system, but if a 
voltage level is chosen so that the supplied voltage level are consistent with some of the 
equipment, the DC-DC regulator will in principle be redundant. Nevertheless, the 
galvanic separation that is included in the regulator is still necessary, in order to obtain a 
safe system.  
The protection of a low voltage DC network is a complex concept, as the DC supply 
system has to be compatible with the existing protection system for the AC network 
systems. A technical solution to this challenge is presented in [9], where it is proposed 
that the inverters short circuit current capability needs to fulfil utilized circuit breakers or 
fuse current requirements. This could be gained by over dimension the converter switch 
design [9].  
ABB has started developing breakers and switches solutions applicable for LVDC 
applications [36]. Conventional automatic fuses can be applied at a voltage level up to 
60 V DC and double pole automatic fuses up to 110 V DC. There also exist separate 
series of circuit breakers applicable up to 440 V DC. Ground fault circuit breakers can 
not be applied in a DC system. However, circuit breakers can be applied if they consist 
of thermal magnetic protection [37][38]. 
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At present, it is not specified requirements for separate cables only applicable to DC in 
the existing standards. In [39] the results indicate that it will be benefitual to design 
specific cables only for DC application in the future. 
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6 Technical Challenges with an LVDC System 
Today, AC power is supplied from the grid into the distribution system, where a rectifier 
before the equipment converts AC power to DC power because most of the consumer 
electronics used in domestic and commercial buildings, are equipment applicable to low 
voltage DC. These devices normally have an input transformer and a rectifier to 
transform and regulate the supplied power to the proper DC voltage level. Equipment 
comprising such components will produce losses during operation and are also 
representing losses when it is plugged in and in stand-by mode. This is due to the open-
circuit current that is produced in the transformer, when the equipment is not utilized. In 
theory it would be possible to remove the input transformer and rectifier from the 
equipment and introducing a voltage regulator that would reduce these losses, and 
further efficient operation is gained when a proper voltage level is chosen and DC power 
applied directly [14][32]. It is described in [14] that: “In newer electronic equipment the 
single rectifier is supplied directly from the AC system and followed by a DC-DC 
regulator”. This makes it possible to reduce the conversion by one step if directly 
applying DC current. 
Recent years IT equipment usually has a Power Supply Unit (PSU) converting the 
delivered AC power to an appropriate DC voltage level for the application, typically 12 
V. Modifications to the PSUs represents an opportunity for advancement in efficiency. 
However, the study in [40] represents AC systems with an efficiency value of above 92 
%, and also provides information on AC systems shipping in 2012, reaching efficiencies 
of 95 %. This results in only a hypothetical 5 % for a DC system being more 
advantageous at an efficiency of 100 % [40]. 
With the development of a separate DC system some reductions in components in the 
PSU can be obtained. 
 
Figure 4: Represents the PSU separated into components, and which components the PSU is 
dependent on in terms of AC or DC supply [40[41]. 
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In Figure 4, the items marked Eliminated with DC are component parts, which represent 
losses, that can be eliminated in a PSU supplied by DC, while the items marked Reduced 
with DC are component that still, to a certain extent, is required when converting to DC 
supply. This is to be able to maintain the standard requirements in terms of contact 
voltage. The galvanic separation in the PSU needs to be retained, or replaced with 
corresponding isolation having the same distinction. However, the losses represented by 
the components that can only be partly reduced, might represent a reduction of losses by 
half [40]. 
While, in electronic equipment such as heaters, there has not conventionally been 
integrated a transformer, and the equipment has been connected directly to the grid. 
However, in equipment such as radios, televisions, stereos, and computers, there has 
traditionally been integrated DC power supply. In this integrated solution, some of the 
equipment has a 50 Hz transformer, which provides a voltage adjustment from 230 V 
AC from the main grid to small voltage levels before rectification and DC regulation. 
This has particularly been the case for old equipment. In modern and new equipment 
such as computers, it is often used switched power supply working with a high-
frequency transformer as part of the DC-DC regulator. This solution is chosen, because 
the 50 Hz transformers are heavy and expensive, and it is possible to save volume, costs 
and weight with this solution. The switched solution is also chosen to minimize energy 
loss compared to linear power supply [11][42]. 
The reason for integration of the electronics is not only the transformation of voltage for 
a particular application, but the integration is also for safety reasons. This is because, in 
electrical equipment a galvanic separation is required in order to safeguard existing 
security conditions in order for the equipment to be safe for humans and animals in 
contact with live parts.  
In the case of an LVDC distribution system, where a standard voltage level is chosen, 
which in theory could be applied directly to equipment. The transformer, rectifier and in 
principle, the DC-DC regulator could be removed to reduce the losses. The DC-DC 
regulator represent a galvanic separation, and if it is removed, equivalent isolation then 
has to be integrated in the component in a way so the equipment fulfils the same safety 
requirements and replaces the safety function of the transformer. It might be possible to 
gain higher efficiency and reduce losses in this way, but it is not certain that the volume 
of the component would be any less than with today's solution.  
With a separated DC system in addition to the existing AC system in buildings, it would 
be energy efficient to define a standard voltage level for the system and regulators, and 
adjust the voltage level in the equipment as in the existing AC distribution system. It is 
possible to imagine the case that:  
• In some equipment, the voltage could be applied directly (but it is necessary 
with sufficient isolation in order to satisfy the safety requirements) 
 
• In other low voltage equipment, a transformer and a DC-DC regulator might be 
necessary to gain the appropriate voltage level for the specific application 
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• The equipment that is dependent on high power delivered to fulfil its purpose, 
could keep the connection to the existing AC distribution grid 
There have been performed studies earlier presenting the effectiveness of introducing a 
separate DC topology and supplying DC power directly. It is also conceivable that future 
apparatus for DC supply can be forced on the market by using standards, in that 
manufacturers will have to deal with the most energy efficient constructed equipment, if 
this proves to be DC. 
With the development of technical apparatuses and the great use of electronic equipment 
in homes today, it is realistic to think that various DC facilities will be introduced on the 
market in the future.  
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7 Proposed System Solution 
When introducing an LVDC system, it is important to evaluate the appropriate level of 
advance of the system solution and what level of advance will fit the purpose of the 
system. 
In this project the main objective has been to look into the opportunities with having a 
simple LVDC system in addition to the existing AC system solution in buildings. The 
DC system is hypothetically intended to be supplied AC power from the main grid that 
is transformed to DC by a central advanced rectifier. The LVDC system has one 
standard voltage level that supplies all the equipment. Due to safety regulations, all the 
connected DC equipment needs to have a galvanic separation in the PSU, and DC-DC 
regulators is therefore integrated to obtain the safety requirements and to gain the correct 
voltage level of the specific load. The loads connected to this kind of system could be 
apparatuses such as computers, lighting system (LED) and different charging devices. 
The ideas is that valuable energy would be utilized instead of disappearing as heat loss 
in converters, and the system topology would be simplified. 
If having an LVDC system reveals to be a good solution, the concept could be expanded 
to include substitution of Uninterruptible Power Source (UPS) with energy stored in 
rechargeable devices (a battery-block) and integrated DGS, such as wind and 
photovoltaic connected to the system topology, as they generate DC power directly 
[7][32]. 
 
Figure 5: Illustration of the existing AC system solution [43]-[46]. 
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Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the proposed DC system solution [43]-[46]. 
When comparing Figure 5 and 6, it can be seen that the converters in front of each 
component in Figure 5 is replaced with one central converter to convert AC-DC in 
Figure 6. The DC-DC regulators would still be integrated in the equipment in order to 
sustain the same safety level. 
7.1 General Characteristics of an LV Distribution Network 
There are numerous different electrical loads, and the power required for each appliance 
varies accordingly. In an engineering phase, the connected loads affect the system 
dimensions. Thoroughly evaluations are performed in each phase of designing the 
electrical system in a building, in order to dimension the system correctly in terms of 
load analysis and the planned installed capacity. 
Recently, the question of having an LVDC system in addition to the existing AC supply 
system has been raised, as the electrical loads also differ in whether they are DC or AC 
compatible loads, originally. Today, the standard is to supply AC power and to convert 
it to DC in case of a DC applicable load. 
The energy demand in a commercial and residential building varies with the circadian 
rhythm of the working environment, in addition to the topology and weather condition in 
the vicinity. 
Today, buildings are rehabilitated through the years. The modern installations have 
different structure than earlier, which affects the planning in designing the electrical 
structure of a building. Various companies have different needs in terms of energy and 
power delivered for the electrical system, which complicates the system solution when it 
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comes to energy savings in the electrical system topology in a building. Further more, 
the uncertainty in the purpose of the building for later use (10-20 years) and the demand 
of energy in the building. It is therefore of vital importance to design an electrical 
system with flexible solutions to some extent, to be able to meet the needs for future 
utilization of the building and possible extensions of electrical loads in time. This is 
something that would be important to consider if introduction of a new system solution 
concept is appropriate. 
For buildings, it is desirable to apply the most general guidelines for the distribution 
system structure, to make the system flexible and adaptable for different floor plans, 
since a buildings purpose and essential properties changes over time [31]. 
There are several factors that affect the design of the system topology in a building [31]: 
• The location, type and size of the load 
• The external power supply: voltage and feed point 
• Potential internal power sources 
• The building's design, size and available infrastructure routes 
Traditionally, the distribution structure is designed in a hierarchical structure with 
electrical distribution at different levels, from a technical-economic and control technical 
criteria, see Figure 7. It is not unusual to combine different system topologies in the 
same supply network to gain an efficient system solution. The topology of a LV 
distribution grid mainly have radial structure, where the only protection encountered 
typically are simple overcurrent devices, most commonly fuses [31][47]. 
The division of distribution cables to the different loads varies with the aim of the 
building. In residential buildings, the division is mainly topographical, while it is 
affected by the type of the load to a greater extent in commercial buildings. This 
simplifies the task of any changes to the system retrospectively. 
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Figure 7: Schematically represents the existing AC distribution system [31]. 
7.2 New Proposed System Solution 
 
 
Figure 8: Schematically represents the new proposed system solution with an additional DC 
system supplying the original DC loads. 
Figure 8 represents the new system solution proposed in this study, with an additional 
DC system supplying the original DC loads. The idea behind this system, with having a 
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main central for AC-DC conversion, an Energy Control Centre (ECC), is to have a main 
control board that interconnects the AC utility grid to the DC system. With a centralized 
point of conversion, it is possible to ensure efficient transmission of the generated power 
[8][48].  
The proposed solution in Figure 8 is designed in a way that disturbances could be 
transported from one voltage level to another through converters, it is proposed in earlier 
studies that these problems could be avoided by introducing control equipment, such as 
a Voltage Source Converter (VSC) with an IGBT interface, in combination with high 
frequency Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). The VSC also has the property of 
bidirectional power supply. The VSC is able to decouple the DC supply system from the 
AC grid in order to keep the voltage constant when it is influenced by disturbance, the 
system would then need a back-up system in order to work as supposed [14]. 
Introduction of a VSC improves the voltage control, and disturbances as voltage dips 
and fluctuations can be repaired, so they may be avoided in the operating voltage of the 
customer [9][14]. 
Earlier studies performed, have compared the existing AC system solution with system 
solutions for a DC system. However, none of the earlier studies found during research 
seemed to have tested the hypothetical system solution proposed in this study. 
In this study, it is assumed that all of the loads in the DC system are single phase loads 
that are compatible with 230 V DC voltage. With these assumptions, it is possible to 
keep the existing cables as in the traditional system, as they will withstand this voltage 
level and problems with exceeded rated current in three-phase cables is avoided, because 
only two conductors are used [14]. 
The proposed system solutions include benefits such as: 
• Reduction of converters, which result in increased system efficiency 
• Reduction of components, which result in reduced cost 
• Could reduce the power losses of the electrical system in buildings 
The IEEE Power and Energy Society, is starting up a project regarding DC in homes, 
including a business case, use case and a standards and building code review, at the 
IEEE PES General Meeting in Vancouver, July 2014.  
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8 Theoretical Model of Simulation 
In this part, the theoretical model of simulation is presented. The idea for the model is to 
include simulations on component level to be able to compare the losses in an AC and 
DC system later in the analysis. 
Furthermore, the size of the LVDC system where determined by measurement 
performed on an example building. 
8.1 Theoretical Model of Power Converters 
The process of converting AC to DC power is separated into stages on an instantaneous 
basis by means of elements such as capacitors and inductors, which are capable of 
energy storage. Each power conversion stage are referred to as a converter [47]. 
The load connected to a system could be single phase or three phase, and being AC or 
DC compatible. The flow of power is generally from the utility input to the load output. 
There are exceptions to the general flow of power, with for example photovoltaic 
integrated in the utility system, where the power flow is in the opposite direction [47]. 
 
Figure 9: Represents a block diagram of a power electronic system [47]. 
In this study, AC-DC (a rectifier) and DC-DC converters will be given most weight, 
because they have the most relevance to the system solution proposed. 
 
Figure 10: Represents a power processor block diagram [47]. 
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8.2 Preview of Simulation Analysis 
The main objective of this study is to outline and analyse a system solution for a specific 
building. There are still some key aspects that remains to be investigated before it could 
be drawn a more thoroughly conclusion about an LVDC system being a non-effective or 
effective distribution concept. 
Therefore, the idea is to schematically, by using the simulation tool MATLAB with the 
toolboxes Simulink and SimPowerSystems, to simulate: 
• The existing AC system solution in a building with connected loads, equivalent 
to the traditional system solution 
• A new system solution concept, identical to the above mentioned system in 
terms of loads connected, but with an separate AC system supplying the high 
power required load and a separate DC system for low power required load (the 
loads that originally is applicable to DC), where the LVDC system is supplied 
converted DC power by a central rectifier at the feed-in from the main grid 
The goal is to establish efficiency data in terms of the two different system solutions, by 
performing calculations that makes it possible to look detailed into energy losses, and 
the efficiency of the two different system solutions. In addition it would be aimed to try 
to estimate and calculate the energy loss or saving potential with an LVDC supply 
system and to look into in what extent of topology it is energy efficient to make use of 
an LVDC system. 
8.3 Load Connected 
A baseline load represents the load connected in the buildings system solution, which is 
typical for these installations. By choosing a baseline load, it is possible to provide this 
as a reference point in comparing the existing AC system solution, to the new concept of 
system solution with an additional DC system. This will not constrain the actual model 
of the building, as the efficiency curve varies with the load [40]. 
The power consumption is known from the load templates, see Appendix 17.1. For some 
of the loads, the daily power variation has been deducted from the results of 
measurements of voltages and currents. Where measurements where not available, an 
approximation has been made based on the principle of operation. 
8.4 Computer Simulation of Power Electronic Converters and Systems 
 A computer model for simulations are developed during this study instead of using a set 
up in the laboratory, as it is usually easier to study the influence of specific parameters 
on the system behaviour in a computer system simulation. It is stated in [47] that; “In 
power electronics, computer simulation and a proof-of-concept hardware prototype in 
the laboratory are complementary to each other”. 
The idea is to calculate and simulate the circuit waveforms, and steady state 
performance of the existing and new system solution, and the voltage and current ratings 
of various components. As the confidence of the simulation was developed, it was 
extended to simulations to include power loss calculations. For even more detailed 
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measurements and calculations on the losses in the converters, it is possible to follow the 
methodology developed and used in [49][50]. 
There are numerous factors that make simulation of power electronics challenging. 
There are some properties that it is important that the simulation tool hold in order to 
gain a good simulation analysis and which also affect the difficulty of performing 
simulations [47]: 
• Represent switching of states, as in diodes and thyristors large nonlinearities 
occur during switching from one state to another, during solid-state switches.  
• In a power electronic system, the time constants, or the response time, will vary 
for different parts within the system. The simulation may therefore take a long 
time, and require the simulation to proceed with a very small time step to have 
the resolution to represent the smallest time constants. 
• Accurate models are not always available, this is especially for power 
semiconductor devices and for magnetic components such as inductors and 
transformers. 
• The controller of the device needs to be modelled along with the power 
converters. 
• The simulation time may be long, even if only the steady-state values are of 
interest, due to unknown values of the initial circuit states at the start of the 
simulation. 
In a computer system solution, there is no point in making the model so complex or “to 
good” such that the results be overwhelming, thus obscuring the phenomena of interest. 
Therefore, the best simulation is the simplest simulation that meets the immediate 
objective [47]. Due to this reasoning, the focus has been to develop a simple model and 
to look into the main focus areas, and a model that possibly can be expanded in future 
analysis if the results of a simple analysis result in a positive conclusion. 
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8.5 The Simulated Building: Bjerke Upper Secondary School 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Presents Bjerke Upper Secondary School after the rehabilitation [51]. 
In order to have a realistic example of a building that could benefit from having a DC 
system, a representative building, Bjerke Upper Secondary School (Bjerke Vidregående 
Skole), was chosen. 
Bjerke Upper Secondary School, is a facility at Linderud that was originally built in the 
period 1964 - 1968, it was later rehabilitated to a modern installation with TN-S supply 
system in 2013. The school is located in Oslo, and consist of a main building A and B, 
and a sports hall. The building A consist of three floors and a basement, while building 
B only consist of two floors. Both of the main buildings (building A and B) involve 
administration, facilities for the staff, and education/teaching rooms [51]. 
In this study, the distributions focused on are two different sub distributions, one in each 
of the main buildings, A and B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Represents the design of Bjerke Upper Secondary School [52]. 
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The electrical installations are provided with ladder cables for each of the floors as 
follows radial network topology, that is, the cables are dimensioned for the load in the 
entire block and going all the way to the top of the installation, the distribution for each 
floor connected on the same cable [31], see Appendix 17.1 for more details on the 
topology of Bjerke Upper Secondary School. 
 
Figure 13: Schematically presents the topology of Radial Distribution System [31]. 
The electrical distribution system topology chosen at Bjerke Upper Secondary School, 
planned and designed by COWI, is a 230/400 V TN-S topology [52]. With a 230/400 V 
system, it indicates that the line voltage is 400 V, that is the voltage between two phases, 
and with 230 V phase voltage, that is the voltage between phase and neutral, while the 
neutral line is provided in the system [26][31]. 
Table 3: Represents the setup of the electrical system at Bjerke Upper Secondary School [52]. 
Voltage 230/400 V 
Frequency 50 Hz 
Distribution system TN-S 
Principal current 400 A 
Isc effective   value 50 kA 
Enclosing IP2XC 
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9 Simulation Process 
In this part, simulations on component level are presented in order to compare the losses 
in the AC and DC system later in the analysis. 
Moreover, the size of the LVDC system where determined by estimates based on 
measurement results of an example building. 
The simulation tool used was MATLAB, simulation and model-based design program, 
together with the toolboxes Simulink and SimPowerSystem. 
9.1 Model Assumptions 
For the simulation model a switching power supply was chosen, where the conversion of 
DC voltage at one level to another level is accomplished using a DC-DC conversion 
circuit. This conversion step was developed with solid-state devices, which is either 
operating in OFF or ON mode, comparable to a switch. These devices result in reduced 
power losses and increasing energy efficiency to a 70-90 % range compared to a linear 
power supply, as they are not required to operate in their active region. There are 
numerous factors that has affected the choice of having a switched power supply [53]: 
• Increased switching speed 
• Higher voltage and current ratings 
• Lower cost of devices  
The disadvantages of choosing switching supplies are the complexity of the device, and 
the introduction of increased EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) due to the high 
frequency switching [53]. 
The type of converters traditionally used in consumer electronics such as: 
• Lighting equipment, LED 
• Industrial IT 
• Consumer electronics 
are Flyback (derived from buck-boost converter) and Forward (derived from step down 
converter) converters, which are unidirectional core excitation devices. These converters 
are modified to provide electrical isolation by having a high frequency transformer, 
where the converters are regulated by PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) [53]. 
Further on, the converters need to be controlled within a specified tolerance band of ±1% of its nominal value in DC switch-mode. This is gained by having negative-
feedback control system, which response to changes in the output load and the input 
voltage [47]. The basic design structure model of the converters developed in the 
simulation is defined in [47]. 
9.2 AC System Design - Modelling and Designing the Converters 
The development and design process of the converter models where performed in 
cooperation with Santiago A. Sanchez. During the design process, some lab 
measurements were performed to identify the waveform of a good and poor AC-DC 
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converter, and to identify the type of equipment that have integrated a power factor 
corrector (PFC). 
Table 4 present the lab equipment where the current and voltage waveforms where 
measured, in order to identify the behaviour of the converter models integrated in the 
equipment. Detailed results of the measured equipment can be seen in the digital 
attachments. 
Table 4: Overview of lab equipment utilized during measurements of DC appliances. 
Lab equipment utilized 
AC voltage source, LUBCKE VARIAC: 234 V 
Oscilloscope 
Ampere meter 
Voltage measuring analyser 
Current clamp, FLUKE 
 
The lab measurements in Table 6 where actively used when designing the converters as 
it was no point in making a too good converter, as that would not be representative as it 
is possible to see from the lab results that a lot of traditional equipment utilized has 
quite poor power factor corrector devices, see the digital attachments for the lab results. 
The IEC (CENELEC) has set limits on acceptable limits for THD (Total Harmonic 
Distortion) for equipment. There are defined different classes of limits applicable to the 
different equipment. The classes that applies to the equipment in this study are Class C 
and D. Class C regulations applies to lighting equipment >= 25 W [54]. While Class D 
regulations applies to personal computer monitors and television receivers (power level 
up to 75 W and power levels not exceeding 600 W), IEC6100-3-2 [55]: 
Table 5: represents the IEC6100-3-2; Class C limitations for THD, which applies to lighting 
equipment >= 25 W and Class D limitations for THD, which applies to personal computer 
monitors and television receivers [54][55]. 
Harmonic order n Class C 
Maximum Value [% of 
fundamental] 
Class D 
Maximum Value [mA/W] 
3 30 ∙ 𝜆 3.4 
5 10 1.9 
7 7 1.0 
9 5 0.5 
11 (Class C < n <= 39) 3 0.35 
13  3.85/13 (λ  is the circuit power factor) 
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Table 6: Overview of the equipment measured during the lab, see the digital attachments for the 
detailed results. 
The equipment measured 
Equipment Result 
Mobile phone connected to a 
charger (Samsung) 
Identified a curve shape, which indicate that a 
simple rectifier is installed in the charger, without a 
power factor corrector. 
Fluorescent lighting  (Energy 
saving lamp 30 W) 
Identified a curve shape, which clearly indicates 
that a power factor corrector is installed in the 
device. 
Laptop connected with charger 
(Dell) 
Computer in on mode. Represents a curve form 
similar to the measurements for the mobile phone 
connected to a charger (Samsung). 
 
LED lighting bulb (LEDON 6 W) 
 
Represents a curve form indicating that no power 
factor corrector is installed in the device. 
LED spot (MEGAMAN 20 W) 
 
Represents a curve form indicating that no power 
factor corrector is installed in the device. 
Stationary Computer (Dell 
OPTIPLEX990 Core17) 
Identified a curve shape, which clearly indicates 
that a power factor corrector is installed in the 
device. 
Stationary Computer (Dell 
OPTIPLEX990 Core17) 
connected to a screen (DELL) 
Identified a curve shape, which clearly indicates 
that a power factor corrector is installed in the 
computer, and the curve affects the shape poorly 
and it indicates that a simple rectifier is installed in 
the screen, without a power factor corrector. 
 
Stationary Computer (Dell 
OPTIPLEX990 Core17) 
connected to a screen (Dell) 
Identified a curve shape, which clearly indicates 
that a power factor corrector is installed in the 
computer, and the curve affects the shape poorly 
and it indicates that a simple rectifier is installed in 
the screen, without a power factor corrector. 
Computer screen (Dell) 
 
Identified a curve shape, which indicate that a 
simple rectifier is installed in the charger, without a 
power factor corrector. 
Model for a Dell stationary 
computer measured a 12 V point 
connected with a 12.6 and 1.9 
ohms resistor 
Identified a curve shape, which clearly indicates 
that a power factor corrector is installed in the 
computer, and the curve affects the shape poorly 
and it indicates that a simple rectifier is installed in 
the screen, without a power factor corrector. 
Fluorescent siling lamp (OSRAM 
36 W), 0.43 A, cos(phi) = 0.48 
Represents a curve form indicating that no power 
factor corrector is installed in the device. 
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The Figures 14-16 represents measured equipment compared with the Class D 
requirement for THD:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14, 15, and 16 are the results of lab measurements and clearly represent that the 
quality of the PFC installed in the equipment varies. Figure 15 show that the device 
violates the requirements for Class D equipment. Since the design of this device is not 
known, the design code could be different than the one chosen for this study. Still, it will 
be correct to design the simulated models within in the required THD limits, in order for 
the model to be realistic and approved by the IEC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Presents the harmonics from measurements of a phone charger, 35 W, compared 
with the Class D limits, see the digital attachments for the lab results. 
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Figure 15: Presents the harmonics resulting from measurements of a Dell personal 
computer, 65 W, compared with the Class D limits, see the digital attachments for the 
detailed results. 
Figure 16: Presents the harmonics of a model for a stationary Dell computer, compared 
with the Class D requirements, see the digital attachments for the detailed results. 
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Further on, the idea for the AC simulation model (the existing system solution in 
buildings), is to design three types of converters: 
1.) One converter simulating the AC-DC conversion process for lighting 
equipment < 25 W, LED 
2.) One converter simulating the AC-DC conversion process for lighting 
equipment >= 25 W, LED 
3.) One converter simulating the AC-DC conversion process for office equipment 
The output voltage level of the simulated converters has to be controlled in order to gain 
a stable voltage level for the load. By using switched-mode converters, one or more 
switches transform the voltage level to the level appropriate for the appliance. The 
output voltage is then controlled by the ton and toff of the switch. By using Pulse Width 
Modulation (PWM) switching, the output voltage is controlled with constant frequency 
and by adjustment of the on duration of a switch [47]. 
In order to obtain the appropriate voltage level for the loads simulated, a step-down 
(Buck) converter was designed. The converter was designed in continuous conduction 
mode, where the voltage output varies linearly with the duty ratio of the switch for a 
given input voltage [47]. 
9.3 Designing PFC's 
In this study, the focus when developing and designing converters has been to build 
models with basic and universal structure. This is to achieve a general impression and 
overview of a converter model and the losses in AC-DC converters, as the design code 
has small variations when it comes to structure and selected parameter values in the 
different converters implemented in the equipment. The design code for existing 
converters is not very accessible, and is often kept secret by the manufacturers. 
However, it would not give a representative model of the losses in a converter if a 
specific design from one manufacturer where chosen to be the model analysed in the 
study. 
First, a model for a universal 20 W Power Factor Controller was designed, in order to 
understand the design process and to have the opportunity to measure equipment at this 
power level. Furthermore, it was helpful to compare the harmonics of the model with the 
measured equipment and the IEC requirements before expanding the PFC model to 
higher power levels. 
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Designing Universal 20 W Power Factor Corrector (PFC) 
In the process of designing a universal 20 W PFC for LED equipment, the design codes 
[47], [54] and [56] was actively used. 
 
Figure 17: Schematic simplified model of the designed 20 W PFC in MATLAB, see Appendix 
17.2 and the digital attachments for the original MATLAB model. 
The topology of the design is chosen to be a controller at low cost, variable frequency 
and with Flyback topology, as this is the best choice of controller or converter in low 
power LED applications. I/S isolation is included in the topology for the application of 
solid-state lighting [54][56]. 
Table 7: represents the parameter value for the key specifications [54][56]. 
Defined key specifications 
Minimum input voltage (VacLL) 85 Vac 
Maximum input voltage (VacHL) 265 Vac 
Line frequency (fLINE) 50 Hz 
Output Voltage (Vout) 400 V 
Maximum output voltage (Vout(max)) 415 V 
PFC maximum output power (Pout) 270 W 
Minimum switching frequency (fsw(min)) 65 kHz 
Output voltage ripple (Vripple(p-p)) 20 V 
Hold-up time (thold-up) 16 ms 
Estimated efficiency (𝜂) 93 % 
• Small size 
• Low cost 
• Good line regulation 
• High efficiency 
• Overload and short circuit protection 
 
In the PFC, passive filter design has been implemented. The idea behind having a 
passive filter design is to include inductors and capacitors together with the diode 
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rectifier bridge to reduce the input current distortion and improve the current waveform 
applied from the utility grid. In this design the input current waveform is improved by 
having a circuit arrangement as represented in Figure 19, where the Cd1 is small 
relatively to Cd which give the opportunity of having a larger ripple in Vd1 and by this 
improving the waveform of Is. The low-pass filter consisting of Ld and Cd filter the 
ripple of Vd1. This arrangement was the one closed to the detected forms in the LED 
equipment measured during the lab. However, this approach for equipment increases the 
cost, size, losses, and the power drawn by the load with a great dependence of Vd [47]. 
 
Figure 18: Schematically representation of the passive filter, inductor and capacitors in 
conjunction with the diode rectifier [47]. 
The model parameters in the PFC design are decided by the design of DN06040/D [56], 
see the digital attachments for detailed MATLAB script for initializing the parameters of 
the model. 
Further on, some special considerations had to be taken into account for the LED PFC, 
as the applications where integrated in a 230 V AC system. At high voltage levels, small 
strings of LED’s driven result in very narrow duty cycles. It takes up to 200-400 ns 
before the switching controllers senses the current. In order to solve this challenge, a 
half wave rectified input circuit was introduced to reduce the switching frequency to an 
operational level and to keep the voltage level at a minimum [54]. 
IEC (CENELEC) has set limits on acceptable limits for THD (Total Harmonic 
Distortion) for lighting equipment. These regulations applies to lighting equipment       
>= 25 W [54]. In order to satisfy these requirements, a PFC had to be included in the 
model. Since the PFC < 25 W, it was not necessary to include THD modifications, 
however, the model was designed to satisfy the regulations by comparing the harmonics 
of the simulated device with the limitations given by IEC. 
The input line harmonics for a 6 W LED device measured and compared to the Class C 
requirements for lighting equipment, IEC61000-3-2: 
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Figure 19: The graphical representation of measuring the current of a 6 W LED (black), plotted 
together with the IEC standardization limits, Class C (red), and Class D (blue), see digital 
attachments for the measurement results. 
Figure 19 and 20 represents the input line harmonics for a 20 W LED device measured 
and compared to the Class C requirements for lighting equipment, IEC61000-3-2. 
 
Figure 20: The graphical representation of measuring the current of a 20 W LED (black), plotted 
together with the IEC standardization limits, Class C (red) and Class D (blue), see digital 
attachments for the measurement results. 
The input line harmonics for a 20 W PFC device designed in MATLAB and compared 
to the Class C requirements for lighting equipment, IEC61000-3-2: 
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Figure 21: The graphical representation of the simulated model for a 20 W PFC for LED 
applications (black), plotted together with the IEC standardization limits, Class C (red) and Class 
D (blue), see digital attachments for the measurement results. 
Comparing Figure 19, 20, and 21, it is possible to see in Figure 19 and 20 that the 
measured devices for appliances < 25 W does not have a PFC, and does not satisfy the 
IEC limits for Class C equipment. However, the standard only applies for appliances   
>= 25 W, and it is possible to see that the THD for the devices does not exceed the Class 
D requirements. 
Further on, it is possible to detect that the simulated converter is designed in a way that 
is within the IEC standardization limits defined. It can therefore be concluded that the 
converter simulated satisfies the standardization requirement (even though is does not 
need to, because it is not >= 25 W). 
The difference of the lab measurement devices and the simulated PFC is the fulfilment 
of the limitations of harmonics. The lab measurement devices < 25 W, that means that 
the devices are not required to obtain the Class C requirement for THD. 
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Design of LED PFC for 100 W Applications 
The models schematic layout and basic model of the PFC has been developed and key 
specifications decided by using [27], [57], and NCP1607 [58]. During the design process 
some modifications where performed by using [59], adding a filter and defining the filter 
parameters. 
 
Figure 22: Schematic model of the designed 100 W PFC, see Appendix 17.3 and the digital 
attachments for the original MATLAB model. 
Figure 22 give a schematic representation of the designed model in MATLAB, where Is 
and Vs represent the current and voltage at the AC side of the converter, while Iload and 
Vload represent the current and voltage at the DC side of the converter, respectively. The 
controller ensures a controlled current and voltage output at the load, represented as a 
block in Figure 22, more details of the converter model design can be seen from 
Appendix 17.3 and the digital attachments. 
Table 8: Overview of defined key specifications in the modulation of the 100 W PFC, see digital 
attachments for the script used for initialising in MATLAB. 
Defined key specifications 
Minimum input voltage (VacLL) 88 Vac 
Maximum input voltage (VacHL) 264 Vac 
Line frequency (fLINE) 50 Hz 
Output Voltage (Vout) 400 V 
Maximum output voltage (Vout(max)) 415 V 
PFC maximum output power (Pout) 100 W 
Minimum switching frequency (fsw(min)) 65 kHz 
Output voltage ripple (Vripple(p-p)) 20 V 
Hold-up time (thold-up) 16 ms 
Estimated efficiency (𝜂) 93 % 
 
The specifications defined in Table 8 where written in a MATLAB script used for 
initializing the parameters in the converter model, see digital attachments. 
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The PFC coil (Boost inductor) was then defined by using the equations described below: 
The peak current in the inductor is calculated by the equation [57]: 
    𝐼!"#$,!" !"# = !∙!!"#!∙!!"##          (9.1)
  
The rms current then follows by the equation: 
    𝐼!"#$,!"# !"# = !!"#$,!"(!"#)!          (9.2) 
The peak-to-peak ripple current is then calculated by the following equation: 
    𝐼!!"# = !.!"∙!!"#$,!"(!"#)!           (9.3) 
The current ratio can then be calculated by: 
    𝐼!"#$% = !!!"#!.!!"∙!!"#$%          (9.4) 
The inductor design in the boost converter is calculated by using the formula [59]: 
   𝐿! =    !∙!!"##!!"∙!.!"∗!!"#$,!"(!"#) ∙ (1 − !∙!!"##!!"# )         (9.5) 
The forward voltage is given by the factor: 
    𝑉! = 1.4           (9.6) 
    𝑃!"#$%& = !∙ !∙!!∙!!"#!!"##∙!"∙!            (9.7)  
The current in the Mosfet is defined by: 
   𝐼!"#$ = !!"#!∙!!"## ∙ 1 − !∙ !∙!!"##!∙!"∙!!"#           (9.8)  
The conduction losses in the converter is defined by: 
The forward resistance for 600 V increased at 80 % temperature 
    𝑅!"#$ = 0.19            (9.9) 
    𝑃!"# = 𝐼!"#$! ∙ 𝑅!"#$ ∙ 1.8        (9.10)  
And the switching capacitor (turned on) losses are defined in [60]: 
    𝐶!"" = 780 ∙ 10!!"        (9.11)
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Assume 
    𝑓 = !!"!                (9.12)
          
and 
    𝐷!!"! = ( !!"#!!"##!!)( !!"#!!"##)          (9.13)
  
    𝐷!"# = ( !!"#!!"##!!)( !!"#!!"##)          (9.14)
     
Calculating the mean of (9.13) and (9.14): 
    𝐷!"#$ = !!"#!!!!"!!         (9.15)      
The frequency can then be calculated as: 
    𝑓 = 𝑓!" ∙ 𝐷!"#$          (9.16) 
The switching losses: 
   𝑃!"#$% = !! ∙ 𝐶!"" ∙ 5 ∙ 𝑉!"#!.! ∙ 𝐷!"#$ ∙ 𝑓!"        (9.17) 
The critical conduction mode operates by having a fixed time interval over the line 
cycle. The maximum time is defined by the time the maximum energy has to be 
transferred to the output, and can be calculated by the equation below: 
    𝑇!" = !∙!∙!!"#!∙!!"##!          (9.18) 
Further on, the capacitor design value is decided by: 
   𝐶!"# = !!"#!∙!"∙!∙!!"##$%,(!!!)∙!!"#         (9.19)     
 
The capacitor current is then calculated: 
   𝐼!"#$ = (!"∙ !∙!!"#! )!∙!"∙!!"##∙!!"#∙!! −   (!!"#!!"#)!       (9.20)      
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And the second converter is defined by: 
   𝐶!"#! = !!!"#!!"∙!∙!!"#!!"#! !!.!"∙!!"#!          (9.21) 
The filter parameters are calculated to have these values: 𝐶!"#$%& = 0.1 ∙ 10!! 𝐶!" = 0.47 ∙ 10!! 
IEC (CENELEC) has defined the harmonics Class C, which applies to lighting 
equipment, IEC6100-3-2 [55]. The input line harmonics for the simulated model 
compared to the IEC61000-3-2 standard limits (Class C) for harmonics: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to for the simulated PFC to satisfy the IEC standardization requirements, and 
reduce the THD, the inductor in the model had to be increased, see the digital 
attachments for the script initialising the MATLAB model. 
  
Figure 23: Represents the input line harmonics for the simulated PFC in comparison with the 
standardization limits, see digital attachments for the MATLAB script. 
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Designing 270 W Critical Conduction Mode (CrM) Power Factor Corrector (PFC) 
The model has been developed and key specifications decided by using [47], [57], and 
NCP1607 [58]. 
 
Figure 24: Schematic model of the designed 270 W PFC, see Appendix 17.4 and the digital 
attachments for the original MATLAB model. 
Figure 24 give a schematic representation of the designed model in MATLAB. The idea 
is to present the points of measurements of the model for calculation of the power loss of 
the converter. Is and Vs represent the current and voltage at the AC side of the converter, 
while Iload and Vload represent the current and voltage at the DC side of the converter, 
respectively. The controller ensures a controlled current and voltage output at the load, 
represented as a block in Figure 24, more details of the converter model design can be 
seen from Appendix 17.4 and the digital attachments. 
Table 9: Overview of defined key specification in the modulation of the 260 W PFC, see the 
digital attachment for the MATLAB script initialising the parameters. 
Defined key specifications 
Minimum input voltage (VacLL) 88 Vac 
Maximum input voltage (VacHL) 264 Vac 
Line frequency (fLINE) 50 Hz 
Output Voltage (Vout) 400 V 
Maximum output voltage (Vout(max)) 415 V 
PFC maximum output power (Pout) 270 W 
Minimum switching frequency (fsw(min)) 65 kHz 
Output voltage ripple (Vripple(p-p)) 20 V 
Hold-up time (thold-up) 16 ms 
Estimated efficiency (𝜂) 93 % 
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The specifications defined in Table 9 where written in a MATLAB script used for 
initializing the parameters in the converter model, see the digital attachments for the 
details. 
The PFC coil (Boost inductor) was then defined by using the equations (9.1)-(9.21) 
described in the above section. 
The IEC (CENELEC) has defined the harmonics Class D, which applies to personal 
computer monitors and television receivers (power level up to 75 W and power levels 
not exceeding 600 W), IEC6100-3-2 [55]. 
The input line harmonics for the measured model for a stationary computer compared to 
the IEC61000-3-2 standard limits (Class D) for harmonics: 
 
Figure 25: The graphical representation of measuring the current of a model for a Dell stationary 
computer (black), plotted together with the IEC standardization limits (red), see the digital 
attachments for detailed results. 
From Figure 25 it is possible to detect that the measured model of a Dell stationary 
computer meets the criteria of Class D for harmonics defined by IEC. 
The input line harmonics for the simulated converter for office equipment applications 
compared to the IEC61000-3-2 standard limits (Class D) for harmonics: 
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Figure 26: The graphical representation of the current of the simulated model for a converter for 
office equipment (black), plotted together with the IEC standardization limits (red), see the digital 
attachments for the details of the model. 
Comparing Figure 25 and 26 it is possible to detect that the simulated converter is 
designed in a way that is within the IEC standardization limits defined, and the current 
path of the simulated converter has common peaks and shape of the current curve of the 
real equipment existing today. It can therefore be concluded that the converter simulated 
satisfies the standardization requirement and are representative in the model for a real 
converter. 
The representation of harmonics in the above section show that the even harmonics are 
not zero, however, it is not the main component either. This will not affect the results 
too much later in the analysis, as the designed models satisfy specified limits and 
requirements. 
9.4 Power Loss Calculation 
For calculation of the power in the converters, this relation was used [61]: 
    𝑃 = 𝑉 ∙ 𝐼         (9.22) 
For calculation of the power loss in the converters, the equation below was used: 
   𝑃!"## = 𝑃!"#$%&' − 𝑃!"#$%&$%         (9.23) 
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MATLAB Simulation – Calculation of Power Losses 
PFC 100 W 
Table 10: Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Is, and voltage, Vs, at the AC 
side, and the current, Iload, and the voltage, Vload, at the DC side of the 100 W PFC, see Appendix 
17.5. 
Vs (VAC) 
Relative to 
fundamental 
Is (A) 
Relative to 
fundamental 
Vload (VDC) 
DC component 
Io (A) 
DC 
component 
Power loss 
(W) 
230 0.6 390 0.2 46 
 
From Table 10, it can be seen that the power loss in the 100 W PFC is approximately 46 
W. This is an unrealistic high loss for a 100 W conversion process. It is therefore 
concluded that there are a source in the simulation model causing the large error, see 
Appendix 17.5 for the simulated voltage and current results relative to the fundamental 
and DC component. 
PFC 270 W 
Table 11: Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Is, and voltage, Vs, at the AC 
side, and the current, Iload, and the voltage, Vload, at the DC side of the 270 W PFC, see Appendix 
17.6. 
Vs (VAC) 
Relative to 
fundamental 
Is (A) 
Relative to 
fundamental 
Vload (VDC) 
DC component 
Io (A) 
DC 
component 
Power loss 
(W) 
230 1 390 0.7 50 
 
From Table 11, it can be seen that the power loss in the 270 W PFC is approximately 50 
W. This is an unrealistic high loss for a 270 W conversion process. It is therefore 
concluded that there are a source in the simulation model causing the large error, see 
Appendix 17.6 for the simulated voltage and current results relative to the fundamental 
and DC component. 
Simulation of the converter models designed and modelled in MATLAB, gave graphical 
models satisfying the IEC requirement classes for harmonics, and the graphical 
representation of the current and voltage waveforms gave the desired values for the 
system. However, placing current and voltage measurements in the model for calculation 
of the power losses in the converter result in very high losses. It was therefore concluded 
that something is wrong with the model. The source of the large errors is difficult to 
detect, when the current and voltage are at the appropriate level and the controller 
working good. It was therefore tried to measure over all parts of the model separately in 
order to search for possible sources of error, but none of the devices seems to be the 
source of the large losses, see the digital attachments for the MATLAB scripts used for 
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error searching in the model. It was therefore concluded that the source of the large error 
probably was caused by: 
• The implemented and designed controller 
• The solver algorithm implemented in the simulation tool used, MATLAB, 
Simulink with the toolbox SimPowerSystem 
The reasons for concluding that the large losses most likely result from the implemented 
solver algorithm in MATLAB, is that, when a test of copying the parameter values 
calculated and resulting from running the model built and designed in MATLAB into a 
identical pre-built example Boost power factor correction (PFC) circuit [62], calculation 
from the resulted simulation gave the expected and realistic values for the power losses 
in the device. 
PSIM is a simulation program great for power conversion and control [62]. It is 
particularly efficient in simulating converter systems, one has therefore subsequently 
seen that it could have been advantageous to use PSIM from the beginning of the 
simulation. 
The model applied in PSIM was a model that was predefined and implemented in the 
simulation tool together with the installation of the program [62]. The model in PSIM 
was identical to the model built and designed in MATLAB in terms of the components 
included in the model, the only “physical” difference in the two models are the 
controller. The controller built in MATLAB is as good as it can be implemented in this 
simulation tool, and the controller predefined in PSIM is a bit different. It is not possible 
to implement an identical device as this in MATLAB. It is hard to tell if this is the 
source of the large losses. Since the two simulation programs both give good curves of 
the voltage and current, and the controller seems to work in both cases. The remaining 
difference in the two models is the different algorithms implemented in the different 
simulation programs solver. It could therefore be that the solver implemented in 
MATLAB being the source of the errors, as the exact same parameters used in the PSIM 
model as in the MATLAB model give realistic results. 
The losses from the running the MATLAB program and implementing it in to the pre-
defined model in PSIM gave losses that are realistic and in the same range as the 
resulting losses from the design code that the devices are built up of, see [47], [57], and 
NCP1607 [58], which are indicative. For example, in the design code in [57], for a 270 
PFC device: 
Table 12: The performance results for a 270 W PFC based on NCP1607 [58]. 
Vin 
(VAC) 
Pin 
(W) 
Vo 
(V) 
Io (A) Output 
Power (W) 
Power 
Loss (W) 
Efficiency Error 
230 275.5 387.1 0.699 270.63 4.85 98.25 % 1.77 % 
 
For calculation of the efficiency, this relation was applied: 
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   𝜂 = (1 − !!"!!!"#$"#!!" ) ∙ 100         (9.24) 
9.5 PSIM Simulation 
 
Figure 27: Schematically model of the predefined model of the Boost Power Factor Correction 
Circuit, see Appendix 17.7 and the digital attachments for the original PSIM model [62]. 
Figure 27 represents the predefined model in PSIM [62], where modifications where 
done to the parameter values in order for the simulation model to represent a 100 W and 
270 W PFC. The parameters used in the model are calculated in MATLAB by using 
[47][57], and the design code for NCP1607 [58], see Appendix 17.7 and the digital 
attachments. 
Comparison of the Harmonics of the PSIM Model and the IEC Requirements 
In order to utilize the predefined model of the PFC in PSIM, it has to be tested that the 
PFC satisfies the IEC requirements for THD (Total Harmonic Distortion) for Class C 
and D.  
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Figure 28: Represents the comparison between the IEC Class C requirements and the 100 W PFC, 
see Appendix 17.8, 17.9, and the digital attachments. 
 
Figure 29: Represents the comparison between the IEC requirements and the 270 W PFC, see 
Appendix 17.8, 17.9, and the digital attachments. 
From Figure 28 and 29 it is possible to see that the PFC for 100W and for 270 W 
modelled in PSIM satisfies the IEC Class C and the Class D requirements for THD, 
respectively.  
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Calculation of Power Losses 
PFC 100 W 
Table 13: Represent extracts from the results when measuring the current Is, and voltage, Vs, at the 
AC side, and the current Iload, and the voltage, Vload, at the DC side of the 100 W PFC, see 
Appendix 17.10 for the measurement results. 
Vs (VACpk-pk) 
Relative to 
fundamental 
Is (Apk-pk) 
Relative to 
fundamental 
Vload (VDC) 
DC 
component 
Io (A) 
DC 
component 
Power 
loss (W) 
Error 
325 0.67 409 0.26 3 3.0 % 
 
The relation used to calculate the error: 
   𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = !"#$%  !"#$%!"!!"#$"#  !"#$%!"!"#$%  !"#$%!" ∙ 100%                (9.25) 
 
From Table 13, it can be seen that the power loss in the 100 W PFC is approximately 3 
W. This is a realistic loss for a 100 W conversion process, see Appendix 17.10 for the 
simulated voltage and current results relative to the fundamental and DC component. 
PFC 270 W 
Table 14: Represent extracts from the results of measuring the current, Is, and voltage, Vs, at the 
AC input side, and the current, Iload, and voltage, Vload, at the DC side of the 270 W PFC, see 
Appendix 17.11 for the measurement results. 
Vs (VACpk-pk) 
Relative to 
fundamental 
Is (Apk-pk) 
Relative to 
fundamental 
Vload (VDC) 
DC 
component 
Io (A) 
DC 
component 
Power 
loss 
(W) 
Error 
325 1.70 400 0.67 7 2.5 % 
 
In Table 14, the relation (9.25) are used to calculate the error. Moreover from Table 14, 
it can be seen that the power loss in the 270 W PFC is approximately 7 W. This is a 
realistic loss for a 270 W conversion process, see Appendix 17.11 for the simulated 
voltage and current results relative to the fundamental and DC component. 
The loss of power measured in the PSIM converter model for 270 W has a bit higher 
losses than the design code represented in [57] with a power loss of approximately 5 W. 
This is not unexpected as losses will vary slightly from design to design, and the 
controller implemented in the model has a great influence on the resulting losses. 
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9.6 DC System Design – Voltage Source Converter (VSC) 
To be able to interconnect an AC and DC grid, a power electronics three phase voltage 
source converter (VSC) is needed in order to have the opportunity to control and convert 
power from AC-DC and reverse [63]. Assumptions in the VSC model: 
• It is only looked into the AC grid supplying the DC grid, and no power flow in 
the reverse direction, as no DGS are connected in this study 
• An ideal AC grid is supplying the DC grid 
Santiago A. Sanchez, has earlier, using MATLAB, Simulink and the toolbox 
SimPowerSystem, developed a model of a three-phase VSC. The VSC device is 
basically a rectifier, converting AC-DC, in order to connect an AC and DC system. This 
pre-developed model was utilized in this project, in order to measure the power loss of 
the conversion process when having one single rectifier. The modelling and equations 
describing the VSC connected at the DC side to a grid and to an ideal AC system are 
based on [64]-[67]: 
   !"!!" = !!"!!!!!!!!!!!!           (9.26) 
   
!!!!" = !!"!!!!!"!!!!!!!          (9.27) 
   !!!"!" = !!"!!!"#$!           (9.28) 
   𝑖!" = !! ∙ (𝑠!"𝑖! + 𝑠!"𝑖!)         (9.29) 
where Es,k with k {d,q} is the voltage  of the AC grid in the direct quadrant axis, ik is the 
current in the filter inductance L, and the voltage at the switch terminals of the converter 
is vk, the DC voltage is vdc, and the current at the DC side of the converter is idc, the 
switching commands are sgk, and the current flowing from the DC grid is igrid. The 
internal part of the controller system was designed by the set of equations given in [68]-
[71]: 
  𝑣! = −𝑘! 𝑖!"#$ − 𝑖! − 𝑘!𝛾! + 𝜔𝐿𝑖! + 𝛼𝑒!!"𝐸!"       (9.30) 
  𝑣! = −𝑘! 𝑖!"#$ − 𝑖! − 𝑘!𝛾! + 𝜔𝐿𝑖! + 𝛼𝑒!!"𝐸!"       (9.31) 
    𝛾! = 𝑖!"#$ − 𝑖!         (9.32) 
    𝛾! = 𝑖!"#$ − 𝑖!         (9.33) 
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             (9.34) 
The external part of the controller, controlling the DC side of the system, was designed 
by the set of equations given in [68]-[72]: 
    𝑒!𝑡!" = 𝐾!"(𝑒! + 𝑘!𝑖!")        (9.35) 
    𝑖!"#$ = 𝑒!𝑡! − 𝑖!"        (9.36) 
    𝑒! = 𝑉!"#$% − 𝑉! = !!!"!"         (9.37) 
This can be written as: 
    𝐾!"#𝑒! + 𝐾!,!" 𝑒!𝑑𝑡 = 𝑖!" − 𝑖!"       (9.38) 
Reordering (9.38) and then get: 
    𝑖!" = 𝐾!,!" + 𝐾!,!" !!!"!" + i!"       (9.39) 
    𝑖!" = !! (𝑆!"𝑖! + 𝑆!"𝑖!)        (9.40) 
where 𝑆!"𝑖!" = 𝑖! = 0 and 𝑆!"𝑑𝑐 = 𝑖!. This will then result in: 
    𝑖!"#$ = !! 𝑆!"𝑖!          (9.41) 
The above equations defined for the VSC is represented in the block diagram in Figure 
30. 
sgk =
vk
vdc
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Figure 30: Block diagram representing the equations of the VSC, see the digital attachments for 
the original model designed in MATLAB. 
In order to exploit the model of the VSC, some modifications where done in the 
parameters of the VSCs controller to control the voltage and current to the desired value. 
The parameters used specifying the VSC and VSCs controller can be seen in the script 
attached in the digital attachments. 
By performing some modifications to the predefined model of the VSC, the VSC is 
converting three-phase 230 V AC into single-phase 230 V DC from the AC grid to the 
DC system solution. It is then possible to utilize the converted power in a DC system. 
9.6.1 Mapping the Energy Consumption of the DC grid 
When projecting and planning a DC system supplied by using a central VSC connected 
to the existing AC grid, a main factor deciding the architecture of the VSC is the 
necessary energy supplied to the system. The required energy supplied into the DC 
system is dependent on the systems associated loads power demand and load image. The 
daily energy picture of a building will vary throughout the day, and are affected by 
numerous factors. The energy demand in a system is complicated and challenging to 
predict because it changes more frequently than every minute. However, in order to get a 
overview of the changing loads daily demand and behaviour, there where performed 
measurements at Bjerke Upper Secondary School. 
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Measurements of Existing System Solution - Method 
The methods and measuring equipment utilized to perform measurements at Bjerke 
Upper Secondary School are described in this section. The measurements where 
performed in cooperation with Morten Halten Eggen at COWI, and the measurement 
equipment used are owned by COWI. A risk analysis were performed prior to the 
measurements, see Appendix 17.12 and the digital attachment for the detailed analysis. 
The measurements where  performed to gain sufficient data for comparison purposes in 
this analysis, there were performed measurements with a data logger for the total supply 
of the building over a period from Monday until Thursday afternoon, with a data logger 
over a period of 24 hours over specific loads, and instantaneous measurements on 
specific DC loads with nearly constant power use when turned on. The instantaneous 
measurements where performed in order to assure that the description of the sub 
distribution boards resembled with what was installed in the building, the results from 
this can be seen in Appendix 17.13. 
The current in the different conductors were measured by using current clamps, while 
the voltage was measured to 230 V for the single-phase load (voltage between one phase 
and neutral). The measurements where performed with different measuring equipment, 
by the need for the resulting measurements. 
Instantaneous Measurements 
Instantaneous measurements were performed with FLUKE 41 Power Harmonics 
Analyser in a period during a peak load period Monday 24 February (12:30-14:30) for 
the different loads that are originally DC loads, see Appendix 17.14 for detailed 
description of the measurement equipment. The background for taking instantaneous 
measurements, was to check that the sub distributions had the installed equipment as 
projected, so that it was clear what kind of equipment that was measured. These 
measurements gave an incentive of the active efficiency (P) the various DC loads are 
dependent on to work properly, see Appendix 20.13 for the results. 
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Figure 31: Wiring diagram for current measurements [73], see Appendix 17.14 for details on the 
measuring equipment. 
Figure 31 describes the connection of the measuring equipment to be able to quantify the 
different loads power dependency. 
Measurements with a Data Logger 
There were performed 4 different measurements with a data logger, Power Guide 4400, 
where 4 different measuring points over a period of 24 hours was repeated in two series, 
see Appendix 17.14 for description of the measurement equipment utilized. These 
selected measuring points behaviour was studied and saved for each minute. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32: Represents the connection of measuring equipment to detect the power 
consumed by each load over a period of time [75], see Appendix 17.14. 
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The equipment was utilized to data log measurements of an interval of each minute for a 
period of 24 hours over the chosen sub distributions to detect the daily load picture with 
variations over specific DC loads at Bjerke Upper Secondary School. 
Selection of Measuring Points 
In the measurements performed, different points in the system topology were measured. 
The focus of the measurements were to gain an overview of the efficiency and energy 
use of loads connected that originally are DC loads, where it is possible to supply DC 
directly. A selection of possible DC loads was made for the measurements, and the 
priority was mainly sockets with connected computer equipment and lighting fixtures. 
There were performed instantaneous measurements and data logging measurements over 
a period of time at specific loads, and the total load picture of Bjerke Upper Secondary 
School where measured. All the different measurements represent the measurements of 
the phases at the inlet of the distribution. The overview of selected measuring points for 
the instantaneous measurements can be seen in Appendix 20.16, and the measuring 
points for data logging for 24 hours are given in Table 15. 
Table 15: Selection of data logging measuring points over a 24 hours period, at Bjerke Upper 
Secondary School [52]. 
 
 
Building Distribution Description Number Line 
Building 
A, 
Basemen
t 
+01=433.22 Lighting (along hall) U1052 F-110 L1 
Lighting U1072, U1073, U1074, 
U1075, U1078 F-103 L2 
Lighting U1052 Hall F-109 L3 
Efficiency lighting Hall U1052 
LED +=563.021-XY001.21A 
LED +=563.021-XY001.21B 
LED +=563.021-XY001.21C 
F-115 
F-115.2 
F-115.3 
F-115.4 L1 
Lighting U1044 Hall F-110 L2 
Building 
B, first 
floor 
  
+01=433.30 Socket offices room 01085-88 F-507 L1 
Socket offices room 01081-85 F-508 L2 
Socket offices room 01076-80 F-509 L3 
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Results From Measurements 
In this part, the results of the measurements are presented. The instantaneous 
measurements where performed on the loads described in Appendix 17.13, and the data 
logging measurements over a 24 hour period was performed on the loads described in 
Table 15. Some of the sockets measured have unspecified socket load, which typically 
consist of office equipment or socket outlets. The distribution points described as 
lighting mainly are mounted rigidly lightning fixtures. 
The results from the data logging measurements are described by graphs to get a better 
visualization of the results, as measurements for a load each minute in 24 hours result in 
1140 measurement values for each load. The reason for choosing a time period of 24 
hours is to represent the flow of energy on a daily basis and to easier see when the peak 
period occurs, in order to make a survey of the power required for the loads to fulfil its 
function during the peak periods. The results for the instantaneous measurements are 
represented in Appendix 17.13, and the results from the data logging measurements are 
presented below and in the digital attachments. The results from the data logging 
measurements where plotted in the program DRAN-VIEW by Trinergi [74], and all the 
results can be seen in the digital attachments. 
There were performed 3 series á 24 hours over 6 different loads that originally are DC 
loads. Current and voltage probes where used to make a survey of the measurements. 
Further on, there were performed measurements to outline a survey of the total energy 
use of Bjerke Upper Secondary School from Monday until Friday in March 2014, see 
the digital attachments for all the results. 
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Figure 33: Represents the total load picture of Bjerke Upper Secondary School, see the digital 
attachments for the original signal results. 
Figure 33 clearly represents that the power required for the loads in total need much 
higher power delivered than it would be efficient to provide with a DC system. The 
efficiency of a system is represented by efficiency curves, and not a single value, as the 
efficiency of a system will vary in terms of the applied load [49]. It is therefore only 
looked into the loads that original is applicable to DC, and in the range of power 
required where it would be efficient to replace AC supply with DC supply. 
9.7 Parameterizing of the VSC by Utilizing Measurement Results 
Performing measurements at Bjerke Upper Secondary School resulted in load profiles 
with measurements for each minute. In order to gain a better visualization of the load 
profiles of the measured loads, the data was plotted using the simulation tool MATLAB. 
In a future DC grid it is assumed that all fluorescent lighting can be replaced with LED 
lighting, in order to fully utilize the concept of a DC system solution. Therefore three 
fluorescent distributions power consumption where measured, the resulted load profiles 
can be seen in Figure 34: 
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Figure 34: Represents the varying load of three distributions supplying lighting equipment at 
Bjerke Upper Secondary School, see the digital attachments for the measurement results. 
The loads that are represented in Figure 34 are: 
• Represents lighting in room U1052: lighting equipment of 0,628 kW 
• Represents lighting in room U1072-U1075, U1078: lighting equipment of 
0,620 kW 
• Represents lighting in hall way U1052: lighting equipment of 0,182 kW 
In order to replace the function of the fluorescent lights with LED, LED lighting which 
complements the same function have to be introduced. Assuming that the loads 
measured could be representative load profiles for all the lighting equipment installed, 
typically for one floor there could be lighting devices such as: 
• 11 loads acting as of profile blue 
• 11 loads acting as of profile black 
• 12 loads acting as of profile magneta 
Resulting of a total power demand of 5 kW, this can be seen from the total load profile 
for the devices plotted using MATLAB in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35: Representing the daily power consumption from LED lighting, see the digital 
attachments for the measurement results. 
Further on, three office load distributions where measured, the resulted load profiles can 
be seen in Figure 36: 
 
Figure 36: Represent the varying load of three distributions supplying office equipment at Bjerke 
Upper Secondary School, see the digital attachments for the measurement results. 
The loads that are represented in Figure 36 are: 
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• Loads connected to socket in room 01085-88: Office equipment of 1620 kW 
• Loads connected to socket in room 01081-85: Office equipment of 1620 kW 
• Loads connected to socket in room 01089-91, 01095: Office equipment of 1620 
kW 
Assuming that the loads measured could be representative load profiles for all the office 
loads installed, typically for one floor there could be office loads such as: 
• 11 loads acting as of profile blue 
• 11 loads acting as of profile black 
• 12 loads acting as of profile magneta 
Resulting of a total power demand of approximately 15 kW, this can be seen from the 
total load profile for the devices plotted using MATLAB. 
 
Figure 37: Represents the daily power consumption from office loads, see the digital attachments 
for the measurement results. 
In the term office loads included are devices such as servers, stationary and personal 
computers, additional screens and mobile phone chargers. 
From Figure 34 and 36 it is possible to detect that the load curve for each load, does not 
necessarily include as much power as the devices installed are resulting in. This could be 
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a result of not all the devices being turned on during the 24 hour measuring period, 
and/or the devices not operating at full load. 
This result in a demand of 20 kW for the DC system when operating at full load.  
Technical Data Utilized 
The technical data utilized in this project for the central VSC performance 
specifications, was a model for a 20 kW IGBT converter, developed by SINTEF Energy 
Research AS. The IGBT converter is designed as a generally useful building block for 
DC-DC converters, AC-DC converters and motor controls [75]. 
Table 16: The parameter description for the 20 kW IGBT converter [75], see the digital 
attachments for the datasheet specifying the parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Inductor 2  𝑚𝐻 50 A Siemens 
Resistor 0.2 Ω 
Converter on DC-side 3300  𝜇𝐹 47 kΩ 
 
In the performance calculated, defined below in Table 16, the inverter functions 
included are [75]: 
• Associated power circuit 
• Switching logic 
• Galvanic isolation 
• Generation of down time 
• Protection functions 
Properties such as regulation and modulation of the power are not part of the converter, 
but are included in the control system implemented by using [68]-[72].  
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Table 17: The calculated performance of the 20 kW IGBT [75], see the digital attachments for the 
datasheet specifying the parameters. 
Performance (Calculated) 
DC Voltage 0 – 650 V 
Switching frequency 0 – 25 kHz 0 – 100 % Pulse 
Width 
Modulation 
Capacitor bank 3300  𝜇𝐹  700 V 
Power capacity per user branch; 
• DC operation 
• Loss limited 
• Dissipated efficiency at 500 W 
25 A 500 V 
DC 
20 kHz 
switching 
50 A 500 V 
DC 
10 kHz 
switching 
70 A 
(Measured 67 
A without 
disconnection 
of 
temperature) 
300 V 
DC 
10 kHz 
switching 
105 A 500 V 
DC 
2 kHz 
switching 
 
As there are not specified parameters for the device at a voltage level of 230 V, the 
parameters closest to this voltage level, 300 V, was used. Even though the voltage level 
can be increased to 500 V for the device, it does not imply that the power level of the 
device can be increased. This is a result of the inductor limitations in the device, with a 
current limitation of 50 A. 𝑖!",!"! = 50  𝐴   𝑉!",!"# = !""! = 141.42  𝑉 𝑆!! = 3 ∙ 𝑉!",!"# ∙ 𝑖!",!"# 
By calculation these relations result in: 𝑆!! ≈ 21  𝑘𝑊. 
Simulations with variable switching frequency was performed, to see the influence of a 
lower or higher switching frequency. It was clear that the switching signals where 
greatly affected by the switching frequency, and that with reduced switching frequency 
the losses in the device increased, and conversely. By testing these variations, it was 
apparent that the switching frequency was important in controlling the power in the 
VSC.  
As a result of measurements at Bjerke Upper Secondary School and limitations in 
devices available for the purpose, the power delivered by a DC system considered in this 
case is a 20 kW system.  
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Power Loss Calculation in the VSC 
By measuring at the input (AC side) and output (DC side) of the converter, the power in 
the VSC in simulation, the loss of power can be calculated. 
Table 18: Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, input power and the output 
power at the 20 kW VSC, see Appendix 17.15 for the measurement results from the scope. 
Input Power, AC 
(kW) 
Output Power, DC (kW) Power 
loss 
(kW) 
Efficiency Error 
22.8 20.95 1.85 92 % 8 % 
 
The efficiency of the VSC was calculated by the relation (9.24) and the percentage error 
was calculated by the relation (9.25). An efficiency of a VSC of 92 % was detected. 
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10 Comparison of Simulated AC and DC System Solution 
As the models for conversion of power that are integrated in equipment today are 
simulated and meet required standards, it is time to consider the energy loss and energy 
saving potential with an AC versus an DC system solution. 
10.1 Energy Considerations 
From the simulation in MATLAB and PSIM it was occurred an instantaneous power 
loss of 5 W and 7 W, respectively for the 100 W and 270 W PFC. The term 
instantaneous power indicate; that at one instant of time, the loss of power resulting 
from the PFC being loaded with a specific resistivity [61]. 
The power losses in the converter devices designed in this study are considered by using 
the measurement results from Bjerke Upper Secondary School as a base on how the load 
image can vary throughout the day, assuming all of the fluorescent lighting devices 
installed in the building could be replaced with LED lamps. From the waveform in 
Figure 38 for lighting equipment, and Figure 39 for office equipment, the power loss 
could be calculated. 
To simplify the energy considerations, it is only concerned that the system consists of 
lamps (LED) and office equipment (stationary computers) in the further considerations 
of an LVDC system. 
 
Figure 38: Represents the total consumption of power from LED (blue), and the approximate 
curve (magneta), see the digital attachments for the measured results. 
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Figure 39: Represents the total consumption of power from office loads (blue), and the 
approximate curve (magneta), see the digital attachments for the measured results. 
Assuming the equipment is in ON mode, the instantaneous energy loss for a device with 
a 100 W and 270 W PFC, respectively, can be calculated from the simulation results. 
100 W PFC 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦   𝑘𝑊ℎ = 3 ∙ 10!! 𝑘𝑊 ∙ 1 ℎ = 0.003  [𝑘𝑊ℎ] 
270 W PFC 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦   𝑘𝑊ℎ = 7 ∙ 10!! 𝑘𝑊 ∙ 1 ℎ = 0.007  [𝑘𝑊ℎ] 
Furthermore, considering a AC system supplying the equipment connected by AC-
DC converters, as the existing system solution: 
From Figure 38 it can be concluded that the lighting equipment are ON in approximately 
t270W = 8.5 hours per day, from 07:30-16:00, with a power consumption of respectively 5 
kWh. 
This corresponds to 50 LED lamps à 100 W, which would result in a loss of energy of: 𝐸!"##,!!" = 0.003𝑘𝑊 ∙ 50 ∙ 8.5ℎ = 1.3  [𝑘𝑊ℎ] 
While it from Figure 39 can be concluded that the office equipment are ON in 
approximately t270W = 7.5 hours per day, from 07:00-12:00 and 14-16:30, with a power 
consumption of respectively 15 kWh.  
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This corresponds to 56 stationary computers à 270 W, which would result in a loss of 
energy of: 𝐸!"##,!"#$. = 0.007𝑘𝑊 ∙ 56 ∙ 7.5ℎ = 2.9  [𝑘𝑊ℎ] 
The total loss for 20 kW load for one day is then 4.2 kWh, by utilizing the relation: 
   𝐸!"!#$,!"!! = 𝐸!"##,!"# + 𝐸!"##,!"#$.        (10.1) 
From Figure 38 and 39 it can be seen that when the equipment are ON, it can be 
approximated to have constant load, and in a period where the load is not constant and 
operating at full load the power output to the DC side can be calculated by the relation: 
    𝑃!"#,!" = 𝜂 ∙ 𝑃!",!"        (10.2) 
The total energy loss for these devices can then be calculated for a week or a longer time 
period, assuming that the load behaves equally as the load profile each day. 
Moreover, considering a DC system supplying the equipment connected, as the new 
proposed system solution: 
20 kW VSC 
Calculating the total energy loss of the 20 kW VSC. The average time when the devices 
are in ON mode, taverage = 8h. Calculated by the relation: 
   𝑡!"#$!%# = !!""!!!!"#!!          (10.3) 
From the simulations a performance of 𝜂 = 92 % was detected, resulting in a 
instantaneous power loss of 1.85 kW. The total energy loss for one day, 8 h can then be 
calculated: 
   𝐸!"##,!"% = 1.85𝑘𝑊 ∙ 8ℎ = 14.8  [𝑘𝑊ℎ] 
The resulting energy loss of the VSC is 14.8 kWh, which is much higher than the 
energy loss for the identical system without a central converter, the existing AC system 
solution. 
Further calculations has therefore been performed, in order to see at what performance 
the VSC need to operate in order for it to be a more energy efficient solution instead of 
the existing AC system, see Table 19. 
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Table 19: Represents the resulting calculations of energy loss with varying performance of the 
VSC. 
Performance 
(%) 
Power loss (kW) Daily [h] Energy loss [kWh] 
95 % 1.1 8 9.1 
95.5 % 0.9 8 7.2 
96 % 0.8 8 6.4 
97 % 0.7 8 5.5 
97.6 % 0.6 8 4.4 
97.7 % 0.5 8 4.1 
98 % 0.4 8 3.6 
 
From Table 19 it can be concluded that the loss of energy is reduced by having a VSC 
with a performance > 97.7 %, when comparing with the energy loss of 4.2 kWh from 
the existing AC system. 
Traditionally, the performance of converters has had the performance distribution: 
Table 20: The traditional deviation of size of converts versus performance [42]. 
Power converter Performance (%) 
100 W 80 % 
1 kW 90 % 
20 kW 95 % 
10 MW 98 % 
 
Eltek, a company that specializes in direct current equipment with one of the world´s 
highest efficiency converter products, concentrates especially with converters in the 
range 1-2 kW. In datasheets for their most efficient rectifier products, the performance 
are  > 95 % at 30-70 % loads and also performance > 96 % in some of the products [76]-
[81]. Specialists on converters believe that since it is possible to have an efficiency of 
above 95 % for converters at a power level of 1-3 kW it will be possible for the great 
electric manufacturers to create 20 kW converters at a performance of 97-98 % [42]. It 
might also be possible to create converters for a bigger system at a bit higher power 
level, and then for the converters to supply a larger system than 20 kW [32]. 
10.2 Comments On Results 
In real time, devices power consumption will vary and therefore the amount of energy 
consumed depends on factors such as: 
• The load profile of the appliance; how many hours per day the equipment is in 
ON mode 
• Variable voltage and current delivered 
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• Disturbance from the grid forwarded into the device as a result from the 
converter process, making it necessary to introduce filters which result in 
additional power losses 
• The energy consumption of the device 
• Depends on how good the electronic components are in the device at variable 
load, and the control systems switching frequency 
These considerations are included in the model to some extent, and it will be benefitual 
for further considerations of introducing a DC system to evaluate the impact of this on 
the simulation models. Moreover, it was a challenge met in this study, to find a 
simulation program where the details of the converter design could be designed, in 
addition to being able to run a simulation with a varying load image, without having 
temporal long simulation time. It was therefore chosen to emphasize the converter 
design, so that it was possible to thoroughly consider the loss they provide and 
constitute, and then look into the opportunity of possible energy saved with introducing 
a central rectifier, instead of one in each equipment device. One of the shortcomings of 
the model presented in this study, are that the results are current for a full load picture of 
the system, which in reality will vary as seen in the load profiles from the measurements 
performed at Bjerke Upper Secondary School. So this study represents the potential of 
energy savings in a system solution working at full load. 
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11 Wiring Losses in AC versus DC Systems 
In cooperation with Morten Halten Eggen at COWI, there was developed a FEBDOK 
analysis for two sub distributions at Bjerke Upper Secondary School: +01=433.22 and 
+01=433.30 [50]. The original DC loads in the distributions were designed in FEBDOK, 
were information about the cable cross sections, the power drawn from each load, the 
voltage level and the type of supply system was specified. There were performed two 
FEBDOK analysis, where the two different types of power supply source where 
introduced, respectively an AC and a DC source, see Appendix 17.16 and the digital 
attachments for the designed system and detailed sub distribution content for the 
analysis in FEBDOK. 
The background for performing an analysis in FEBDOK, is due to the wiring losses 
influence on the system efficiency, as wiring represent electrical losses. The losses in the 
wiring are influenced by the cross-sectional area, the length of the wire, and especially 
the operating current of the system [40]. 
Furthermore, the idea was to confirm the results from earlier studies, that one can use 
existing cables for a DC system with a voltage level of 230 V as for an AC system, and 
still maintain the standard [26]. For instance, in [32] there have been performed a study 
concluding that a DC system at 230 V at cable length up to 80 m for normal office loads, 
result in less losses than for the same system with AC, and that the voltage drop 
restriction might be a less constraining factor than the maximum current condition. 
Moreover, in [14] it has been concluded that the current are lower in a single-phase DC 
system than a single-phase AC system delivering the same amount of power, due to the 
power factor. The power factor is defined as [57]: 
    𝑃𝐹 = cos𝜑 = !!          (11.1)
  
where P is the active power, S is the apparent power, and 𝜑 is the angle between current 
and voltage. 
In an AC system, the power factor has a value between 0 and 1. This is a result of stored 
energy in the load returning to the source, or it could be a consequence of non-linear 
loads interrupting the waveform of the current (drawn from the source) and this will give 
increased apparent power (larger than the active power). This can be seen by the relation 
[82]: 
    𝑆 = 𝑃 + 𝑗𝑄         (11.2) 
In an electrical system, a load with low power factor will have a higher current than a 
load with high power factor, for the same amount of power delivered [14]. With 
increased current, the losses will increase resulting in increased cable cross sections to 
maintain the standard requirements [26]. 
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Furthermore, in a DC system with only DC loads connected, in 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 = 1. This is due to 
the fact that no loads introduce reactive power to the system, and the apparent power 
would therefore be equal to the active power.  
Moreover, it is concluded in [14] that it is possible to use existing cables for all single 
phase DC loads at 230 V DC. 
In [31] it is stated that the current-heat-loss in a cable for AC is larger than the loss for 
the same cable supplied by DC. This is a result of AC current not distributing evenly 
throughout the cable cross-section. 
11.1 Results From the FEBDOK Calculations 
The architecture of the systems where designed equally in both the AC and DC system 
case, in terms of cable cross sections and load connected, with only loads that originally 
are DC applicable connected, and some equal loads with different cable length and cross 
section, in order to look into if the system satisfies the requirements in [26]. The AC 
system was defined as a three-phase system while the DC system was defined as a 
single-phase system, due to the fact that the comparison of the losses and applicable 
cables would be the result of an analysis of the existing system solution up against the 
proposed system solution. 
The standard requirements to the voltage drop defined in [26]: 
• Notification threshold voltage drop in total: 4 % 
• Notification threshold voltage drop to the “last” distribution: 2 % 
This are the voltage drop to distributions calculated on the basis of the designed load 
current in the distribution. Moreover, IEC has defined 230/400 V as the standard voltage 
level for electrical systems with a voltage drop tolerance of ± 10 %. In [26] the voltage 
drop limits are discussed, and the recommended voltage drop between the installation´s 
feed point and the electrical equipment is recommended to not exceed the limit of 3 % 
for lighting equipment, while the suggested voltage drop for other equipment is a 
voltage drop of 5 % [4][26][31]. 
Table 21: Presents the definition of parameters in the systems, see Appendix 17.16 and the digital 
attachments for the FEBDOK report. 
Definition of System Parameters 
Distribution System TN-S 
System voltage 400 V 
Calculations starts from Distribution 
System frequency 50 Hz 
Voltage drop is calculated from distribution Starting point 
 
From the analysis performed in FEBDOK, the voltage drop over the cables in the 
different sub distributions is calculated, which result in equal voltage drops in the AC 
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and DC system. While, the load current for equal loads is different for the AC and DC 
system, respectively. Consequently, the loss of power in the cables will also differ in the 
two different systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Figure 40 and 41 extracts from the FEBDOK analysis are presented, with equal loads 
with different supply system together with the losses of the cable supplying the specific 
load, where KW101 and KW105 are LED lighting, and KW500 are a socket with office 
load connected. 
 
Figure 40: Presents the extracts from the analysis in FEBDOK for the AC system, see Appendix 
17.16 and the digital attachments for the detailed analysis of the system. 
Figure 41: Presents the extracts from the analysis in FEBDOK for the DC system, see Appendix 
17.16 and the digital attachments for the detailed analysis of the system. 
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Table 22: Presents the cos𝜑 planning values in the two different systems, AC and DC, 
respectively [52][83], see Appendix 17.16 and the digital attachments for the detailed analysis of 
the system. 
Power Factor 
System 𝐜𝐨𝐬𝝋, planning value 
AC  0.9 General planning value for AC systems 0.95 High efficient planning value for LED 
DC 1.0 General planning value for DC systems 
 
There exist LED drivers for fluorescent lighting with certain differences in quality. A 
LED drive of bad quality could have a power factor = 0.4, while a LED drive of good 
quality typically could be corrected to a power factor = 0.95 [83][84]. Moreover, this 
will cause the difference in the losses in cables for the supply of AC versus DC to be 
smaller. However, DC will still result in minimum loss, as can be seen in Figure 40 and 
41. 
On the basis of the FEBDOK analysis, it can be concluded that the same cables can be 
used in AC and DC systems, for the voltage level of 230 V. It has not been looked 
detailed into whether the efficiency of using DC instead of AC affects the efficiency of 
the cables as it does not seem to be a crucial factor in terms of energy loss/saved with 
having a new system solution. Although, the results of the simple analysis performed in 
FEBDOK represented potential of decreased power loss in cables in a single-phase DC 
system. 
Moreover, the results in [14] represents that it is more efficient to use DC instead of AC 
for normal office loads as long as the cable length does not exceed 80 m. It can be seen 
from the FEBDOK analysis that with exceeding cable length over 80 m, the crucial 
element is the cable´s cross section of the cable, which has to be increased in order to 
satisfy the IEC requirements [26], see Appendix 17.16 and the digital attachments for 
the detailed analysis of the system in FEBDOK.  
With the FEBDOK analysis as a basis, in addition to the results of [14], [32] and [40], it 
can be concluded that using DC result in reduced power losses in the cables. However, 
there exist electrical losses from the wiring in a system, the wiring losses does not 
constitute the major difference in the choice of having an AC or DC system solution. 
The wiring losses for an AC and DC system are nearly equal, but with some cases of 
higher losses in system supplied by AC. 
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12 Future Opportunities with an LVDC System 
Considering the climate changes the world is in today, it is important to try to reduce the 
consumption of non-renewable energy sources for generation of electrical energy. With 
the possible invention of a future LVDC system in buildings, a spectrum of 
opportunities follows. 
An LVDC system gives opportunities for direct exploitation of DC with connection to 
Renewable Energy Sources (RES) or Distributed Generator Sources (DGS). With the 
invention of Smart Grids in cooperation with Smart Meters and the integration of an 
LVDC system in buildings, it might be that future buildings could be self-sufficient with 
energy, achieve greater energy efficiency and result in minimal losses. These concepts 
could also be integrated together with fast charging of EV’s (Electrical Vehicles) by 
having a local battery charged by energy produced by RES and DGS integrated in a 
building, as the case in [85]. This idea makes it possible to avoid the main grid and 
introduction of imbalances to the system caused by fast charging an EV [85]. 
Moreover, an LVDC system allows for new solutions and inventions in terms of 
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) for sensitive loads. 
These future opportunities with LVDC system has not been the main focus in this study. 
However, these potential possibilities are important to mention in the content of a DC 
system. This is due to the fact that an LVDC system might not outperform the existing 
AC system in terms of only energy efficiency, although these opportunities with DC 
might weight up the arguments for an LVDC system. 
12.1 LVDC System with Connection of RES 
DGS could be integrated in an LVDC network, as they produce DC power directly. The 
DGS would need a conversion step from DC-AC to be able to deliver power to the grid 
and a conversion step from DC-AC to connect to the distributed AC network. With an 
LVDC network in addition to the AC distribution network, one conversion stage could 
be removed and result in decreased losses and increased energy efficiency [14]. The 
standardization process of having DC Microgrids with connection to DGS is in the 
initial phase, however the ISO-95 standard proposed deals with the integration enterprise 
and control system of the system solution [86]. 
There are many benefits with having DGS and Renewable Energy Sources (RES) 
integrated in a separate DC system; no AC losses, no reactive power issues (the 
applications are mainly loads/resistances), no need for power-factor correction, and no 
frequency synchronization issues if the system is disconnected from the AC grid [8]. 
DGS and RES supply variable amount of power depending on factors such as weather 
conditions and type of renewable. The amounts of power the DGS and RES are able to 
supply are therefore hard to predict, and less stable than the power from the main grid 
[7]. The result of these variations are fast load changes, decreased reliability and stability 
of the system due to high-frequency oscillations, which wear and tear the connection 
between the out-dated current grid and the DGS. These variations affect the lifetime of 
especially the mechanical equipment, which tend to wear out before the static electronic 
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devices. This phenomenon influences the maintenance cost and the efficiency of the 
system [8]. 
The infrastructure of the existing grid needs to be modified to be able to operate by 
stable and efficient conditions with the connection of an increased level of DGS and 
RES [8]. The system depending on DGS are in need of back-up solutions because they 
mainly rely on renewables, unlike AC systems, which have more reliant capacity [7]. 
In [8], the requirements necessary to ensure an energy efficient DC system with 
connection to renewables is having an Energy Control Centre (ECC) with these 
properties listed: 
• Bidirectional power flow operation 
• Dynamics decoupling of interfaced systems 
• Bidirectional fault current interrupt capability 
• Metering and communication functions 
The idea of having DGS and RES connected to the distribution network, are known as 
the concept Smart Grid. The sense is to connect different sources of distributed 
generators of renewables on the supply side, and utilize the concept of demand-side-
management. It is desirable that microgrids will gain higher reliability by being well 
designed, and more efficient, environmental friendly, flexible and more immune to 
power issues taking place in the network compared to the existing distribution system. It 
is still a challenge in investigating how the connection of Distributed Energy Sources 
(DES) could impact the stability of the main grid and the technical integration of a 
variable source of generation and the need for cost efficient back up supply [25][63]. 
If the concept of Smart Grid is successfully integrated in domestic and commercial 
buildings in the future, integrated building automation with lighting, IT equipment, 
cooling system of sources as wind and solar energy could make an optimized solution 
with a DC system, compared to the AC solution applied today. An example of the 
increased efficiency with introducing DC systems are according to ENIAC 2011; “a DC 
supply for Variable Speed Drive (VSD) motors with a central rectifier will significantly 
increase adoption of these drives, resulting in energy savings of more than 10 %”, [87]. 
12.2 Uninterruptible Power Supply System AC versus DC 
In recent years, companies such as Intel, Schneider Electric, and Sun Microsystems 
participated in technology-based development projects to identify the advantages of DC 
power distribution for supplying UPS systems [40]. 
Schneider Electric performed a study focusing on the comparison of high efficiency AC 
UPS versus DC UPS power distribution for Data Centres with assumed 50 % load. The 
data applied in the AC distribution system are numbers based on actual equipment that 
can be purchased today. The values used in the DC distribution system are on the other 
hand based on preliminarily manufacturer´s data, estimates, and calculations [40]. A 
conceptual 380 V DC distribution system is proposed, as a possible solution to the 
inefficiency problem based on the possibility of building a DC UPS that is more 
efficient than the AC UPS. Further considerations in the model [40]: 
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• The elimination of the power distribution unit (PDU) transformers will reduce 
electrical losses 
• The possibility of perhaps improve the efficiency of IT equipment power 
supply beyond the improvements possible in an AC bus system 
•  That the supplied IT equipment has been modified to accept DC 
 
Figure 42: Represents the architecture of the systems modelled trying to identify opportunities 
with high efficiency AC UPS distribution and high efficiency DC UPS distribution (hypothetical). 
In recent years, inefficiencies of 30 % and less have been detected in operating data 
centres. The inefficiencies is primarily due to factors such as [40]: 
• Inefficient IT device power supplies 
• Inefficient transformer-based power distribution units (PDUs) 
• Inefficient UPS system 
• Operation and loads well below the design rating of the system, which 
enhances all of the above losses 
In [40] it is performed a calculation on the potential benefits with introduction of DC 
UPS, by the use of the equation: Δ𝜂 = 𝜂´ − 𝜂 = 1 − 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠´ − 𝜂 = 1 − 1 − 𝜂 ∙ 1 − 𝑃𝑆𝐿𝑅 − 𝜂       (12.1)                                             = 𝜂 + 𝑃𝑆𝐿𝑅 − 𝜂 ∙ 𝑃𝑆𝐿𝑅 − 𝜂 = 𝑃𝑆𝐿𝑅 ∙ (1 − 𝜂) 
In (12.1), 𝜂 represent the AC power supply efficiency, 𝜂´ represents the efficiency with 
modifications in the PSU and DC supply, and PSLR is the power supply loss reduction 
as a result of the conversion to DC supply. By using the highest detected efficiency of a 
DC system of 95 %, and assumes reductions in losses in the PSU by 20 % as expected in 
[41] with conversion to DC supply, the resulting benefit of efficiency is only 1.0 % [40]. 
This result of only 1 % improvement with conversion of system supply system is greatly 
affected by the efficiency of the PSU in the first place. In the case of data centres, as 
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these results are calculated for in [40], the efficiency is high in the base case. So, the 
conversion to a DC system could result in greater efficiency improvements in systems 
with power supplies with lower efficiency. 
Moreover, it is presented in [40] that the latest development of AC UPS reduce the 
losses by 5 times as much compared with earlier developments of AC UPSs, and it is 
also stated that: “there is no longer any evidence that a DC UPS of greater efficiency can 
be created”.  
It is concluded in [40] that the existing AC UPS power distribution system today already 
achieves correspondingly the same efficiency as a hypothetical DC UPS power 
distribution system would gain in the future. Figure 43 indicates that the efficiency for 
the Symmetra MW 1000 kVA delta-conversion UPS has an efficiency rating of 96.2 % 
and the Symmetra PX double-conversion UPS has an efficiency rating of 96.3 % at 50 
% load (these ratings are with the output regenerated and conditioned by the on-line 
output converter, a UPS eco-mode greatly increases the efficiency) [40][88]. 
 
 
Figure 43: represents a comparison of efficiency of several commercially available AC and DC 
UPS systems [40][88]. 
The DC UPS efficiency values are hypothetical, as appliances applicable to DC with 
standard specifications are not available on the market yet. However, Emerson was able 
to give The Green Grid data, that describes a DC UPS efficiently (at a 50 % load) as 
95.1 % and Delta Electronics an efficiency of 97.7 % for a DC UPS, (the architecture of 
the DC UPS from Delta Electronics does not satisfy the grounding standard of the ETSI 
300 international standard) [40]. As a standard for DC telecommunication rectifiers is 
under development by the US EPA, the EPA published data of the efficiency of DC 
telecom rectifiers for DC rectifiers for 48 V telecom plants, that it is possible to adjust 
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for 380 V DC use. The data reveals that it is possible to create DC UPS that are as 
efficient as around 95.5 %, and this result in an increase in efficiency compared to the 
first generation DC UPS systems with an efficiency of 95.1 % [40]. Still, the greatest 
380 V DC UPS plants that meet the international standards safety requirements are 95.0 
% efficient [40]. 
Table 23: Represents the potential efficiency improvements in AC and DC UPS's. 
UPS Potential efficiency improvement 
AC DC 
• In the next few years, it is not 
expected introduced efficiency 
improvements, as the efficiency 
today is 96.3 %. 
• Currently, the efficiency values 
which formed the basis for this 
analysis were values based on 
the highest performance data 
submitted to the EPA, and there 
is no DC UPS with improved 
efficiency that also meet the 
safety regulations. 
• By reasoning the opportunities 
with DC UPS it is conceivable 
that it could gain an greater 
efficiency. 
 
It can therefore be concluded from [40], that it is not energy efficient to replace todays 
existing AC UPS’s with DC UPS’s. Despite these results, in 2013 ABB launched a 
pioneer project within the world of electricity by introducing a 380 V DC-powered 
datacentre at the Green datacentre Zürich West. This pioneering concept is now 
concluded to be an energy efficient system and an option to the AC system [36].  
The system solution that was challenged in [36] was the traditional solution of having 
AC UPS technology, which frequently use double conversion UPS running in economy 
mode in order to obtain increased operating efficiency. During this mode, the AC UPS is 
principally bypassing the AC-DC and DC-AC converters to obtain reduced switching 
losses. The proposed DC system solution had one AC-DC conversion point and the DC 
power would then be directly distributed to the servers by using a DC-PDU (Power 
Distribution Unit) having less electrical switchgear, cable and parallel modules. The end 
use equipment would still be able to obtain the same reliable system and uptime, but 
with reduction of components [36].  
12.3 Datacenters 
In electrical systems for datacenters, the conversion from AC-DC constitute of a great 
amount of energy dissipation. Normally, AC delivered from the grid, has to be stepped 
down in order to obtain an appropriate voltage level for building equipment. Further on, 
the AC is converted to DC and fed into an UPS. The DC power from the UPS is then 
again converted to AC to be transported in the installed cables, and at the end use 
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equipment the power is again converted into DC. This result in four conversion stages, 
which can be avoided by introducing a DC system [36]. 
In [45] it is proposed to convert AC-DC at the in-feed-point in the building, and then 
distribute DC in the building. Introducing a DC system would result in 25-40 % less 
square footage than by having a AC system, due to the possibility of having IT 
equipment directly connected to back-up batteries. By applying a DC system solution to 
a datacenter, the utility bills is reduced by 10-20 %, according to Trent Warehouse, the 
VP of marketing for power electronics at General electric [36]. 
Table 24: Represents the results of introducing DC to a datacentre [36]. 
Results of introducing DC to a datacentre 
Increased energy efficiency 10 % [kWh] 
Capital cost reduction 15 % [$] 
Space savings 25 % [m2] 
 
The introduction of a DC datacenter has resulted in an increase of 10 % in energy 
efficiency compared to an AC datacenter, at 40-60 % server load “from grid to chip”. 
Further on, the capital costs is reduced with 15 % for the electrical infrastructure, and 
saving space of 25 % m2 compared to the traditional AC supply system [36]. 
In [36] ABB’s head of Low Voltage Production division, Said Tarak Mehta, is quoted: 
“Across all our business areas, customers are asking for improved reliability and energy 
efficiency, and DC power is an effective solution”. 
12.4 Economic Evaluation of Opportunities with DC 
In [9] it has been performed an economical evaluation of comparing the traditional AC 
distribution system with an LVDC system, without connection to renewables and 
sensitive loads with back-up power supply. It is assumed that the network structure in an 
AC and DC system are equal and that all cables are installed by ploughing. The results 
indicate that choosing a bipolar system solution, due to decrease in cable cross-sections 
and number of transformers reduces the network costs.  
However, it is further discussed that an LVDC distribution network will introduce new 
power electronic devices. These devices introduce increased costs due to their short 
lifetime, which is estimated to be ¼ of the traditional devices, and result in additional 
maintenance costs and costs of converters [9]. 
Still it is concluded that the total costs of the LVDC distribution network decreases by 
12 %, but the investment costs has increased with 46 % in the new system solution, 
compared to the existing AC system. In the analyse these expenditures has been 
considered: 
• Network investment costs 
• Power electronic devices, investment 
• Network power loss costs 
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• Power losses in power electronic devices costs 
• Outages 
• Maintenance and repair  
These results indicate that the economic evaluation of a simple LVDC system is 
benefitual. The earth fault protection for an LVDC system is not considered in this 
analyse, and is something that has to be weighted up against this result, because earth 
fault protection for LVDC systems are more expensive than the protection equipment 
utilized in AC distribution systems [18]. 
In [32] an economic analyse is also considered, in terms of replacing the traditional UPS 
system for back-up supply with battery blocks. An example is evaluated, where the 
expenses for connecting 44 computers consuming 180 W for 10 minutes back-up, to 
either a UPS system or to a battery block, respectively. The lowest-price UPS at rated 
power 180 W and 10 minutes back-up time represents a cost of $ 87.5 for each UPS. 
This result in an expense of $ 3850 for having one UPS connected to each sensitive load. 
The expenditures for a corresponding back-up supply system using a battery-block is 
lower, even in the worst case (120 V), where the expenses decreases with $ 1400 and 
has six times the capacity in back-up time, when considering a 230 V system in both the 
AC and the DC case [32]. 
Furthermore, in [36] a DC system solution versus AC system solution are considered 
supplying data centres, where it is concluded that the capital costs are reduced by 15 % 
in the case of introducing a DC system. 
It can be seen from these earlier case studies, that on the economic side, an LVDC 
distribution system seems benefitual in the case of a simple and advance LVDC system 
solution. 
The economic benefits and disadvantages considering LVDC system with connection to 
DGS and RES have not been evaluated, and is a very complex system solution to 
consider. There exist numerous factors that will affect this economical evaluation, such 
as: 
• Predicting weather conditions 
• Utilizing “free-green-energy” 
• The technical costs with installations and maintenance 
• The costs of the stabilization effects on the main grid 
• Cost of having back-up supply during peak periods and periods of the DGS and 
RES not being able to supply enough power to cover the demand 
•  The environmental benefits 
However, this is an evaluation that should be performed before this connection is 
considered energy efficient and cost effective, and an economic evaluation of an LVDC 
system should be considered where the costs of sufficient protection for the system is 
included. 
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13 Discussion 
13.1 Requirements, Technical Challenges & Safety Aspects 
In summary, it is convenient to look into having an LVDC network because the end use 
equipment are mainly original DC loads, and does not represent high power loads. 
It has been seen from reviewed studies, that the efficiency of DC power reduces 
significantly with increased cable length, especially for low voltage levels. It could 
therefore be efficient to supply a standard voltage level in the LVDC system and to have 
DC-DC regulators in the end use equipment that control the required DC voltage for the 
application. 
As of this writing, no separate standard has been developed for DC electrical distribution 
systems in buildings. In current regulations, the safety requirements for AC and DC 
distribution systems are equal: “ensure safe operation of the electrical distribution 
system” [2]. There is on-going work on the area of developing DC standards, and it is 
one of the largest challenges and crucial factors in introducing a new system solution. 
In [26] it is stated: “For electrical equipment installed or used in a work zone, must be 
electrical isolated in accordance with IEC-400-4-4.1”. These regulations set the focus 
on, that one does not come apart the galvanic separation that currently exists in 
converters. This means that with an introduction of a DC system at a voltage level that 
could be directly applied to the equipment, DC-DC regulators still has to be integrated in 
order to obtain the requirements for a galvanic separation or sufficient isolation. 
In short, a low voltage distribution network that is applicable to DC power has to fulfil 
the same requirements and purpose as of the existing AC distribution system with 
respect to; standardization, maintenance and lifetime issues, and the environmental 
considerations [9]. 
From earlier studies, [14], and the analysis performed in this study in FEBDOK, it can 
be concluded that the existing cables can be utilized in an LVDC system at a voltage 
level of 230 V DC with decreased losses compared to the existing AC system solution. 
The selection of voltage level is therefore important. With a voltage level of 230 V DC, 
the power losses are measured to be lower than for the 230 V AC system, with exception 
of three phase loads. Earlier studies detect that a standard voltage level of 230 V DC is 
sufficient for normal office loads, as long as the cable length does not exceed 80 m. For 
higher power loads up to 6.5 kW, the voltage level has to be increased to 326 V DC 
(equivalent to the peak value of 230 V AC) for systems with a cable length of maximum 
47 m and 2.5 mm2 [32]. 
One of the largest challenges with introduction of a DC system, is having a central AC-
DC converter. The device needs to handle a variation in supplied voltage from + 10 % to 
– 15 %. In the existing rectifier technology today the electronics is not good enough 
therefore interference from the AC side will be transported to the DC side. Interference 
due to harmonics, for example, will be transferred, and a stabile power supply without 
disturbance will not be gained. Consequently, electronics in rectifiers need to be 
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improved, to be able to supply AC power to the DC side, and eventually integrate DGS 
to the DC grid [18]. 
In electrical distribution systems the two main elements of risk are: 
• Danger of electric shock (Current flow in harmful level) 
• High temperatures that can cause fire, burns and other harmful effects 
With DC there are potential for increased safety and reduction of the fire hazard, due to 
the possibility of reduction in the number of links and components in the system, and 
again potential fault elements. Furthermore, saved component costs, reduction of 
conversion stages, increased system efficiency, and a less complex system [7][11]. Even 
though DC-DC regulators has to be integrated. 
Moreover, all electrical installations provide a fire risk to a certain extent. At present, 
there is no reason to believe that the fire risks associated with DC equipment are greater 
than those associated with any other electrical equipment. There already exist protection 
equipment preventing fire caused by DC arcs for photovoltaic for example [89].  
Although, with new technologies, new risks are also introduced. It is therefore important 
to map out the risks and to implement guidance for dealing with fires involving DC 
systems [90][91]. Also, there are different opinions among professionals on the highest 
fire risk in electrical systems, if it is the arcs or the heating of equipment [92].  
With introduction of a DC system, it is possible to imagine that: 
• In some equipment, the voltage could be applied directly (necessary with 
sufficient isolation in order to satisfy the safety requirements) 
• In other low voltage equipment, a transformer and a DC-DC regulator might be 
necessary to gain the appropriate voltage level for the specific application 
• The equipment that is original AC loads, could keep the connection to the 
existing AC distribution grid 
With the development of technical apparatuses and the great use of electronic equipment 
in homes today, it is realistic to think that various DC facilities will be introduced on the 
marked in the future. Moreover, it is conceivable that future apparatuses for DC supply 
can be forced on the market by using standards, in that manufacturer will have to deal 
with the most energy efficient constructed equipment, if it proves to be DC. 
The disadvantage of applying DC is the non-existence of natural zero crossing, to be 
able to break the power, DC-DC contactors are applied. DC-DC contactors are more 
expensive and the volume of the component is increased, compared to AC automatic 
breakers [21]. However, the development of breakers and switches solutions for DC 
application has started, and some conventional equipment can also be utilized for DC 
[36][37][38]. 
13.2 Proposed System Solution 
The DC system is hypothetically intended to be supplied AC power from the main grid 
that is transformed to DC by a central rectifier. The LVDC system has one standard 
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voltage level that supplies all the equipment. Due to safety regulations and to gain the 
correct voltage level for the appliance, all the equipment must have a galvanic separation 
integrated in the PSU (Power Supply Unit).  
It is desirable to apply the most general guidelines for the distribution system structure, 
to make the system flexible and adaptable for different floor plans, since a buildings 
purpose and essential properties changes over time [31]. This is also an argument for 
choosing a standard voltage level, and having DC-DC regulators in the equipment 
instead. 
In the proposed system solution, a central rectifier, Energy Control Centre (ECC), are 
supplying the DC system. With an ECC, a  main control board is introduced, making it 
possible to interconnect the AC grid to the DC system. With a centralized point of 
conversion, it is possible to ensure efficient transmission of generated power [8][48]. 
In this study, it is assumed that all the loads in the DC system are single phase loads that 
are compatible with 230 V DC voltage. With these assumptions, it is possible to keep 
the existing cables as in the traditional system. DC-DC regulators are not integrated in 
the equipment that would need it, as the loss would be equal in a DC and AC system, 
and not represent a difference in terms of energy efficiency. 
13.3 Simulation on Component Level 
The process of converting AC to DC is separated into stages on an instantaneous basis. 
Therefore, schematically, by using MATLAB with the toolboxes Simulink and 
SimPowerSystems, and PSIM there were simulated: 
• The conversion points of the AC system 
• The central conversion point of the DC system 
with connected loads. 
The focus in the study was to develop a simple model and to look into the main focus 
areas. The model where thought to possibly be expanded in the future analysis if the 
results of a simple analysis give a positive conclusion about introducing an LVDC 
system. Bjerke Upper Secondary School was chosen as an example for measurements of 
a building that could possibly benefit from introducing a DC system in the future. 
The AC System Design 
Three types of converters where designed in the presentation of the AC system solution 
that exist today: 
• One converter for application < 25W 
• One converter for application >= 25W 
• One converter for office equipment 
The modelling and design process of the converters where characterized by trying to 
make the design with universal structure, to achieve a general impression and overview 
of a converter model and the losses in the AC-DC converters. The design codes for 
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converters have variations from one manufacturer to another. And detailed design codes 
are often kept secret by the manufacturers, and are not very available. 
Due to this reasoning, a 20 W universal PFC was designed as a base model, before this 
model was expanded with other design codes in order to obtain a 100 W and 270 W 
converter for LED and office loads, respectively.  
The power losses resulting from the simulations performed, detected that the converter 
models designed and modelled in MATLAB, gave graphical models satisfying the IEC 
requirement classes for harmonics, and the graphical representation of the current and 
voltage waveforms gave the desired values for the system. However, placing current and 
voltage measurements in the model for calculation of the power losses in the converter 
result in very high losses. It was therefore concluded that something is wrong with the 
model. The source of the large errors was difficult to detect, when the current and 
voltage were at the appropriate level and the controller working good. It was therefore 
concluded that the source of the large error probably was caused by: 
• The implemented and designed controller 
• The solver algorithm implemented in the simulation tool used, MATLAB, 
Simulink with the toolbox SimPowerSystem 
The reasons for concluding that the large losses most likely result from the implemented 
solver algorithm in MATLAB, is that, when a test of copying the parameter values 
calculated and resulting from running the model built and designed in MATLAB into a 
identical pre-built example Boost power factor correction (PFC) circuit (boost, pfc.sch) 
[62], calculation from the resulted simulation gave the expected and realistic values for 
the power losses in the device. 
PSIM is a simulation program great for power conversion and control [62]. It is 
particularly efficient in simulating converter systems, one has therefore subsequently 
seen that it could have been advantageous to use PSIM from the beginning of the 
simulation. 
The model applied in PSIM was a model that was predefined and implemented in the 
simulation tool together with the installation of the program [62]. The model in PSIM 
was identical to the model built and designed in MATLAB in terms of the components 
included in the model, the only “physical” difference in the two models are the 
controller. The controller built in MATLAB is as good as it can be implemented in this 
simulation tool, and the controller predefined in PSIM is a bit different. It is not possible 
to implement an identical device as this in MATLAB. It is hard to tell if this is the 
source of the large losses. Since the two simulation programs both give good curves of 
the voltage and current, and the controller seems to work in both cases. The remaining 
difference in the two models are the different algorithms implemented in the simulation 
programs solver. It could therefore be that the solver implemented in MATLAB being 
the source of the errors, as the exact same parameters used in the PSIM model as in the 
MATLAB model give realistic results. 
The losses from the running the MATLAB program and implemented into the pre-
defined model in PSIM gave losses that are realistic and in the same range as the 
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resulting losses from the design code that the devices are built up of, see [47], [57], and 
NCP1607 [58], which are indicative. However, the PSIM simulation resulted in losses of 
3 W for the 100 W converter, and 7 W for the 270 W converter. From the basis of 
converters, suggesting that converters around 100 W having a efficiency of 80 % [42], 
while the results from the simulation performed here gained a efficiency of 97 %, is 
something that need to take under consideration when evaluating the results. It could be 
that the gained efficiency in the PSIM simulation of the converters is a bit better 
theoretically than actually is the result in practice. So, the conversion to a DC system 
could result in greater efficiency improvements in systems with power supplies with 
lower efficiency. 
Moreover, one of the shortcomings of the model presented in this study, are that the 
results are for a full load picture of the system, which in reality will vary as seen in the 
load profiles from the measurements performed at Bjerke Upper Secondary School. So 
this study represents the potential of energy saving in a system working at full load.  
From a retrospective point of view, it would have been benefitual to perform further lab 
measurements to check the validation of the simulated models of 100 W and 270 W AC-
DC converters gave realistic results in terms of performance and power losses. For 
instance by measuring over a stationary computer both the AC and DC side will have to 
be measured. At the DC side, where the DC side split into different cables with differing 
voltage levels. It will therefore be difficult to measure the loss when one must measure 
the current and voltage over each cable at the same instant in time, as the wires also will 
draw different power affected by the operation of the computer. The measurement of old 
equipment versus new technology will probably have large variation in terms of the 
performance of the converter. Due to limited time and new equipment to measure, this 
where not performed. In addition, perhaps by DC supply, if it is created a standard for 
DC systems, it might be possible to create a new supply solution for stationary 
computers where this is considered with one supply cable as for personal computers. 
In addition, the validate of the study would possibly been strengthened by building a 
converter from the start to get a valid source for the performance of the converters, as 
well as being able to confirm the weakness of the simulations model in MATLAB. This 
would also have strengthened the conclusion of the study. 
The DC System Design 
The DC system is presented with an central point of conversion, a VSC, converting three 
phase AC voltage into single phase 230 V DC. The model utilized was a predefined 
model developed by Santiago A. Sanchez, where modifications where done to the model 
to make it work for the chosen voltage level and purpose. In order to map the energy 
consumption of a DC grid, measurements at Bjerke Upper Secondary School where 
performed. 
The measurements performed at Bjerke Upper Secondary School gave realistic values 
that was comparable and gave a good indication on the power utilized by a load that 
originally is a DC load. The limitation in measuring equipment, limits the broadness of 
the measurement, therefore a lot less of the electrical installations that was originally DC 
loads was measured. It was still considered that the measured results could be used to 
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present the load picture of a device, as the original DC loads measured was loads that 
one could generalize, since many of the measured loads are repeated in buildings. 
The measurements was limited to one point of distribution and limited loads, this affects 
the reliability of the measurements.  It can be discussed, if it would have been ought to 
perform more detailed measurements over each original DC load in the same point of 
distribution to gain a higher reliability of the measurements. In some of the points of 
distribution it differs what kind of loads the distribution are supplying, and it can 
therefore be discussed in what extent the measurements are reliable. However, for the 
purpose of the measurement results, parameterize the VSC, it was concluded that the 
measurements was representative.  
In summary, the size of the DC system for supplying DC loads of one floor is 20 kW, it 
might be benefitual with a larger VSC if the building have more DC loads as long as the 
cable lengths does not exceed 80 m. If so, it might be most efficient to increase the 
voltage level or having a VSC supplying the DC grid at each floor. 
The performance of the VSC was measured to be 92 % from the simulation model, 
which resulted in a much higher power loss than the power loss for having one converter 
in each device for the same amount of power delivered in the existing AC system. This 
could be due to “to good” performance in the 100 W and 270 W simulation, in what is 
actually the case in real examples. But, using the simulation as the basis, it is clear from 
calculation that the performance of the VSC has to be increased to > 97.7 % in order for 
it to be more energy efficient with a DC system supplying the original DC loads, than 
the existing system. From datasheets at Eltek and experts point of view, it is envisaged 
that there is possible to make a converter model for 20 kW at a performance > 97.7 %, 
which make DC an energy efficient replacement of the AC system. Experts believe that 
it is possible to gain this performance in the future based on Eltek´s products 
performance for smaller converters developed so far [42], [76]-[81]. 
Moreover, in [40] calculations has been performed, to see if the efficiency of a system is 
influenced by variation in load, in the analysis the efficiency of the PSU within IT 
equipment is included. In [40] it is concluded that the effect of the variation of load (IT 
equipment) on the system efficiency is so small that the effect does not make a 
significant difference in the case of supplying AC or DC. 
13.4 Comparison of AC and DC System 
The reason for alternate power most likely being preferred over direct power, in 
transmission and distribution in the future, is due to characteristics such as [30]: 
• Easy conversion from one voltage level to another, resulting in grid efficiency 
and reduced losses in the system 
• Easy to control and to interrupt in switching and fault situations 
Moreover, the dominant loads in a building (power wise) are AC loads, and it may 
therefore be difficult to avoid not building both AC and DC distribution architecture. 
This could be costly, but the costs may be equal to the energy saved over time. In 
addition, in AC systems another aspect that has to be considered, is that the heat loss 
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produced in an AC system has to be compensated with for example cooling, and in these 
cases if it is possible to avoid the cooling system by introducing a DC system, it would 
save much more energy than just the savings from the converter process. 
For example, it is stated in [30] that: “One estimate says 5 % of all electricity used in the 
typical US home is lost to conversion of AC to DC power to run DC devices”. This 
statement could be compared with the results gained from the losses from the simulation 
of 100 and 270 W PFC, and the 20 kW VSC; considering a system of 20 kW converting 
AC-DC for supplying original DC loads, with a loss of 5 % will result in a loss of 1 kW. 
Based on Table 20 and a 5 % loss of power in the conversion process from AC-DC, the 
performance of the VSC only has to be > 95.5 % in order to be more energy efficient 
than the existing AC system. 
Further on, there might be improvements possible to perform to the simulation models in 
order to make the 100 W and 270 W PFC with higher losses (if that's the case in real 
life) and to gain higher efficiency in the VSC. However, in conclusion, the main factor 
for it being energy efficient to introduce an LVDC system is how achievable increased 
performance of the VSC is.  
For instance, it is good indications that DC equipment with high performance is under 
development; HVDC systems it has also been represented trends and solutions of 
“HVDC Brick by Power”, DC-DC regulators, where the input is 330-390 V DC and the 
output 12V/66A/1800 W with efficiency up to 98 % [36]. In [36] it is described that 
solutions for 200/400/800 W are planned. 
In addition to the importance of performance, is the electrical losses that exist from the 
wiring in a system, the wiring losses does not constitute the major difference in the 
choice of having an AC or DC system solution. The wiring losses for an AC and DC 
system seen from the FEBDOK analysis are nearly equal, but with some cases of higher 
losses in IT equipment in the AC case. 
Although, a theoretical LVDC distribution system would be greatly benefitual, there will 
still be devices that are much more efficient operating, maintained and built as AC 
applicable [30]. It therefore realistic to forecast a future system in buildings with a 
mixed system solution divided in an AC and DC applicable part. 
In the United States pioneering projects introduced by The Emerge Alliance detect 
reduction of 15 % less energy consumed with having LED lighting connected with DC 
lines, than converting AC-DC [30]. This result detect that a DC system at 24 V only 
supplying LED lighting are energy efficient. This kind of system solution has not been 
considered in this study, as these results where detected late in the study. However, this 
is a concept that should be considered more closely in the future for electrical systems in 
buildings.  
In addition to the development of DGS and the introduction of Smart Grids, the 
customers are both consumers and prosumers in the energy grid. This will result in 
customers being able to provide the network with surplus energy from its own 
distribution system and utilizing green energy from DGS directly in the DC system. This 
introduction of green energy could increase the profit by introducing a DC system, as 
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“free” energy is utilized. Moreover, it is expected to be supplied the same quality of 
power with a DC distribution system, as for the existing AC distribution system [27]. 
These future opportunities with LVDC system has not been the main focus in this study. 
However, these potential possibilities are important to mention in the content of a DC 
system. This is due to the fact that an LVDC system might not outperform the existing 
AC system in terms of only energy efficiency, although these opportunities with DC 
might weight up the arguments for an LVDC system.  
For instance, in China, some facilities largely dependent on DC are developing DC-
microgrids; self-containing electrical grid connected to solar panels linked to computer 
servers and LED lighting systems. This is also the case in Japan, where large centralized 
converters distribute 380 V DC, reducing power consumption by 15 % compared to the 
traditional AC system solution [30]. 
The economical benefits and disadvantages considering an LVDC system with 
connection to DGS and RES have not been evaluated in this study, and is a very 
complex system solution to consider. There exist numerous factors that will affect this 
economical evaluation, such as predicting weather conditions, utilizing “free-green-
energy”, the technical costs with installations and maintenance, the costs of the 
stabilization effects on the main grid, cost of having back-up supply during peak periods 
and periods of the DGS and RES not being able to supply enough power to cover the 
demand, and the environmental benefits. However, this is an evaluation that should be 
performed before this connection is considered energy efficient and cost effective, and 
an economic evaluation of an LVDC system should be considered where the costs of 
sufficient protection for the system is included. 
There are differing opinions on AC and DC UPS´s, in addition to the supply of DC to 
UPS´s [40][36]. In [40] it is concluded that it is not energy efficient to replace todays 
existing AC UPS´s with DC UPS`s. This is due to the theoretically attainable greatest 
DC UPS that satisfies the international standards safety requirements have a 
performance of 95 %, while the AC UPS´s gain a performance of 96.3%. Despite these 
results, ABB launched a pioneering project by introducing a 380 V DC powered data 
centre at the Green data centre at Zürich West. This pioneering concept is now 
concluded to be an energy efficient system and an option to the AC system [36]. The 
introduction of a DC data center has resulted in an increase of 10 % in energy efficiency 
compared to an AC data center, at 40-60 % server load “from grid to chip”. 
Furthermore, the capital costs are reduced with 15 % for the electrical infrastructure, and 
saving space of 25 % m2 compared to the traditional supply system [36]. 
13.5 Experts Point of View 
In [30] seven different experts within the IEEE Smart Grid has stated their opinion on 
the future of the distribution system, AC versus DC. It is discussed that in developing 
countries, where the primary source of electricity most probably will be renewables 
producing DC, it is likely to think that future village systems will be DC-based.  
However, the specialists also consider development of applicable standards and building 
codes that cover DC distribution in buildings as a crucial factor in making DC 
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distribution systems a reality. Due to the fact that wiring practices, distribution panel 
ratings, grounding practices, and circuit breaker devices practices will all be affected.  
Furthermore, a necessity is the need for an energy router or an advanced central rectifier, 
in order to connect the DC system in buildings with the AC distribution grid. An energy 
router would have the property of being able to convert DC from DGS to AC feeding the 
grid, and also convert distributed AC power to DC for supplying the DC system in 
buildings. Energy routers are still in early research and development stage [30]. 
Moreover, it is stated in [30] that: “It might be that the right answer is to use a mixed 
delivery system in homes and businesses moving forward”. 
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14 Conclusion 
In this study different aspects regarding introduction of an LVDC distribution system are 
considered, and it can be concluded from the presented research and designed simulation 
models that: 
• Original DC loads will benefit from having a separate DC system in terms of 
power loss at a voltage level of 230 V DC 
• AC loads require high power delivered and it will be most energy efficient to 
keep the connection to the existing AC system 
• An LVDC system of 20 kW size is realistic in the future supplying a floor in a 
building with DC loads 
• An LVDC system supplied by a central VSC converting power from the AC 
grid is an energy efficient system solution compared to the existing AC system 
solution, largely depending on the performance of the VSC 
Simulations and calculations resulted in a requirement of a performance > 97.7 % of the 
VSC in order for it to be more energy efficient with a DC system instead of the existing 
AC system solution with AC-DC converters in each link with a performance of 
approximately 97 %. Experts believe that it is possible to gain this performance in the 
future based on manufactures products performance for smaller converters developed so 
far. 
Further on, it can be summarised that: 
• An LVDC system might outperform the existing AC system in the future, due 
to the possibilities with direct exploitation of DC with connection to RES, 
DGS, and new solutions in terms of UPS for sensitive loads. 
• From earlier case studies, on the economic side, an LVDC distribution system 
seems benefitual in the case of a simple and more advanced LVDC system 
solution. 
A dependent factor with the development of a DC system in buildings is the introduction 
of building codes and standards regulating the proposed system solution. At present, one 
does not come apart DC-DC regulators in equipment, due to the galvanic separation that 
is needed to fulfil the safety requirements. In addition, it will be important to develop a 
VSC with great performance so an LVDC system is competitive in terms of power loss. 
For future systems in buildings it can be concluded that the possibility of a mixed supply 
system, AC and DC, is realistic and energy efficient.  
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15 Future Work 
There are many important aspects that remain to be considered regarding introduction of 
an LVDC system in buildings. Due to that fact that this is one of the first analyses 
conducted at this field, with the proposed system solution, it would be benefitual to 
continue on the same track to gain reliable results. It will then be important to perform 
lab measurements of existing PSU’s to validate the losses in the converters in different 
equipment, in addition to the development of a VSC with great performance. It will also 
be essential to look more detailed into having a separate DC system only supplying LED 
equipment, as the study in [30] conclude that is an energy efficient solution. 
Moreover, it will be central to develop building codes, map out the possibilities of 
protection equipment and grounding for a DC system in more detail. As well as looking 
detailed into the connection of DGS and RES in conjunction with the concept of an 
LVDC system in buildings, in terms of energy supply, energy efficiency and an 
economic evaluation.  
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17.1 Overview of sub distributions measured at Bjerke Upper Secondary 
School 
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17.2 MATLAB: Schematic model of the designed 20 W PFC 
 
 
17.3 MATLAB: Schematic model of the designed 100 W PFC 
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17.4 MATLAB: Schematic model of the designed 270 W PFC 
 
 
 
17.5 MATLAB: Simulation results for running the PFC 100 W model 
with Simulink and the toolbox SimPowerSystem 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Is, at the AC input side of the 
100 W PFC. 
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IX 
 
 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the voltage, Vs, at the AC input side of the 
100 W PFC. 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Iload, at the DC load side of 
the 100 W PFC. 
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Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Iload, at the DC load side of 
the 100 W PFC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the voltage, Vload, at the DC load side of 
the 100 W PFC. 
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17.6 MATLAB: Simulation results for running the PFC 270 W model 
with Simulink and the toolbox SimPowerSystem 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Is, at the AC side of the 270 
W PFC. 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the voltage, Vs, at the AC side of the 270 
W PFC.  
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Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Iload, at the DC load of the 270 
W PFC. 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the voltage, Vload, at the DC load of the 
270 W PFC.
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17.7 PSIM: Schematic model of the predefined PFC model 
Presents the predefined model of the Boost Power Factor Correction Circuit [62]. 
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17.8 PSIM: Simulation results for running the PFC 100 W model with 
specified parameters from MATLAB 
Simulation results for running the PFC 100 W model in PSIM, measuring the harmonics 
3-13 in order to compare with the IEC requirements. 
Measuring the In at the third harmonic in PSIM. 
 
Measuring the In at the 5th harmonic in PSIM. 
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Measuring the In at the 7th harmonic in PSIM 
 
 
 
Measuring the In at the 9th harmonic in PSIM. 
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Measuring the In at the 11th harmonic in PSIM. 
 
Measuring the In at the 13th harmonic in PSIM. 
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17.9 PSIM: Simulation results for running the PFC 270 W model with 
specified parameters from MATLAB 
Simulation results for running the PFC 270 W model in PSIM, measuring the harmonics 
3-13 in order to compare with the IEC requirements. 
Measuring the In at the third harmonic in PSIM. 
 
Measuring the In at the 5th harmonic in PSIM. 
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Measuring the In at the 7th harmonic in PSIM. 
 
Measuring the In at the 9th harmonic in PSIM. 
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Measuring the In at the 11th harmonic in PSIM. 
 
Measuring the In at the 13th harmonic in PSIM. 
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In order to utilize the predefined model of the PFC in PSIM, it has to be tested that the 
PFC satisfies the IEC requirements for THD (Total harmonic distortion) for Class C and 
D.  
The table below Presents the IEC Class C and D requirements, compared with the values 
for the harmonics n, PFC 100 and 270 W. 
  (λ  is the circuit power factor) 
 
 
 
 
  
Harm
onic 
order 
n 
Class C Class D 
 
[mA/W
] 
100 W PFC 270 W PFC 
[% of 
funda
menta
l] 
[% of 
fundam
ental 
calculat
ed] 
[% of 
fundamental 
calculated] 
[A] [mA/W] 
3 30 ∙ 𝜆 0.1991
13 
3.4 0.10280663 0.1109945
7 
0.411091 
5 10 0.0663
71 
1.9 0.039234383 0.0338439
16 
0.125347837 
7 7 0.0464
597 
1.0 0.027636128 0.0243723
58 
0.0902679925
9 
9 5 0.0331
855 
0.5 0.013013774 4.0310452∙ 10!! 1.492979704∙ 10!! 
11 3 0.0199
113 
0.35 0.009118127
1 
2.0805402∙ 10!! 7.705704444∙ 10!! 
13 3 0.0199
113 
3.85/13 0.01078033 1.1227411∙ 10!! 0.0415830037 
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17.10 PSIM: Simulation results for running the predefined PFC 100 W 
model in PSIM with the calculated parameters from the MATLAB, 
Simulink with the toolbox SimPowerSystem model. 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Is, at the AC side of the 100 
W PFC. 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the voltage, Vs, at the AC side of the 100 
W PFC. 
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Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Iload, at the DC load side of the 
100 W PFC. 
 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the voltage, Vload, at the DC load side of 
the 100 W PFC. 
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17.11 PSIM: Simulation results for running the predefined PFC 270 W 
model in PSIM with the calculated parameters from the MATLAB, 
Simulink with the toolbox SimPowerSystem model. 
Simulation results for running the predefined PFC 270 W model in PSIM with the 
calculated parameters from the MATLAB, Simulink with the toolbox SimPowerSystem 
model. 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Is, at the AC side of the 270 
W PFC. 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the voltage, Vs, at the AC side of the 270 
W PFC. 
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Represent extracts from the results measuring the current, Iload, at the DC load side of the 
270 W PFC. 
 
 
Represent extracts from the results measuring the voltage, Vload, at the DC load side of 
the 270 W PFC. 
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17.12 Risk Analysis performed for the measurements performed at Bjerke 
Upper Secondary School 
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17.13 Results of the instantaneous measurements performed at Bjerke 
Upper Secondary School 
Description Number Result [A] Voltage level [V] 
Calculated 
efficiency [W] 
Distribution: +01=433.20 
Lighting room 
U1013 and U1015 
U1021 F-101 1,49 230 342,7 
Lighting room 
U1011, U1012 and 
U1014 F-102 3,4 230 782 
Lighting room 
U1006, U1007, 
U1008 and U1010 F-103 1,82 230 418,6 
Lighting room 
U1002, U1003, 
U1005 and U1009 F-104 2,75 230 632,5 
Lighting room 
U10222, U1023, 
U1024 and U1026 F-105 2,96 230 680,8 
Lighting room 
U1027 Technical 
room F-106 0,1 230 23 
Lighting room 
U1028, U1029, 
U1030 and U1031 F-107 0,14 230 32,2 
Lighting kitchen F-108 2,2 230 506 
Lighting room 
U1080 Auditorium F-109 0,68 230 156,4 
Lighting hall room 
U1030, U1001 and 
U1081a F-111 1,39 230 319,7 
Outside Lighting is 
controlled by 
actuator F-112 1,04 230 239,2 
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Heating cabling 
room U1021 
Bathroom F-300 5,59 230 1285,7 
Heating cabling  
U1003 Bathroom F-301 7,05 230 1621,5 
Heating cabling  
scraper strip entrance F-302 0,06 230 13,8 
Selfregulating 
Heating cabling  
Basement 57 m F-303 0,12 230 27,6 
Heating cabling  in 
room U1002 meeting 
room F-304 0,12 230 27,6 
Socket in canal room 
U1018 F-500 0,61 230 140,3 
Socket room U1013, 
U1014, U1019, 
U1020, U1021 and 
U1022 F-502 0,81 230 186,3 
Socket room U1003, 
U1005, U1009, 
U1011, U1012 and 
U1026 F-503 0,04 230 9,2 
Charging station 
wheelchair room 
U1026 F-510 0,1 230 23 
 Socket charging 
station wheelchair 
room U1026, 
Without connection 
of wheelchair, with 
toy on wall F-561 0,08 230 18,4 
 Socket charging 
station wheelchair 
room U1026, With 
connection of 
wheelchair, without 
F-561 0,03 230 6,9 
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toy on wall 
  
    Distribution: +01=433.23 
Portable PC Dell 1, 
AC/DC adapter 
DA90PM111 F-508 0,25 230 57,5 
Portable PC Dell 2, 
Dell 65W AC 
adapter F-508 0,45 230 103,5 
Stationary 
PC+library lighting F-508 0,85 230 195,5 
Library Lighting F-508 0,4 230 92 
Stationary PC F-508 0,45 230 103,5 
Distribution: +01=433.26 
L1   3,02 230 694,6 
L2   2,61 230 600,3 
L3   2,9 230 667 
N   1,75 230 402,5 
 SUM EFFICIENCY 
UPS= 
2364,4 
1,75 230 402,5 
Emergency Lighting 
central F-500 0,28 230 64.4 
Fire central F-501 0,48 230 110,4 
Parallel control F-502 0,65 230 149,5 
Forced entry F-503 1,30 230 299 
Access control F-504 0,27 230 62,1 
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17.14 Appendix: Overview of Measurement Equipment 
Measuring equipment 
When performing measurements to an electrical system, there exist numerous different 
measurement equipment that can be applied. The equipment chosen for the 
measurements in this study was determined by the focus of the measurements. The aim 
of these measurements was to measure power consumption of different loads, which 
originally are DC loads, over a period of time. Therefore, it was important to choose 
measuring equipment that could store data and that had the property of being able to take 
measurements over a period of time. 
Current Clamp [114] 
 
To be able to measure the current at numerous measuring points, current clamps where 
utilized. Current clamps are based on measuring the magnetic fields produced around the 
conductors when they are energized [72]. The current clamps were used together with 
the FLUKE 41 Power Harmonics Analyser. 
FLUKE 41 Power Harmonics Analyser [73] 
 
FLUKE 41 Power Harmonics Analyser is an advanced measurement equipment device 
that is able to give good measuring results and give the opportunity to measure 
numerous factors, such as harmonics, flicker and unbalance for single phase loads [74].  
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Power Guide 4400 [116] 
 
The Power Guide 4400 is able to take 3-phase measurement by an automatic setup to 
provide instant detection of circuits and configurations to collect data. Users can select 
the length and mode of data collection, including troubleshooting, data logging, power 
quality surveys, energy and balancing loading, as the instrument is equipped with 8 
independent channels [116]. The equipment was utilized to data log measurements of an 
interval of each minute for a period of 24 hours over each sub distribution measured to 
detect the total power consumption of Bjerke Upper Secondary School and the daily 
variations. 
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17.15 VSC: Represents extracting graph from measuring the power loss 
of the 20 kW VSC 
 
The losses in the VSC are found by looking at the scope at the AC side and DC side for 
the measured power. 
Presenting the power at the input of the AC side of the VSC, from scope in MATLAB. 
The simulation of the VSC give a input power of 𝑃!",!" = 22.8  𝑘𝑊. 
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Presents the power at the DC output, by measurements of the VSC running the 
simulation in MATLAB. The simulation of the VSC give a input power of 𝑃!"#,!" =20.95  𝑘𝑊. 
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17.16 FEBDOK: Extracts from documentation of the DC and AC model 
'RNXPHQWDVMRQIRUDQOHJJHW
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
Anleggsadresse Kunde, eier
Utarbeidet av:
&2:,$6
2VOR
*UHQVHYHLHQ
3RVWERNV(WWHUVWDG2VOR
26/2
7HO
8QGHUYLVQLQJVE\JJ2VOR.RPPXQH
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYQ
26/2
7HO

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Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
 26/2
Kunde, eier:
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYQ
3RVWERNV(WWHUVWDG
 26/2
Anlegg: 06.05.2014 15:56:39
Fordeling
 
9V
'DWR
9


6LGH
DY
Dato:
1(.

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XXXVII 
 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. 1
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQLNNHEHK¡YHUnY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UW
MRUGIHLOYHUQ
Inntak/fordeling
%HVNULYHOVH
  

)RUGHOLQJVW\SH  '&
0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q
6DPPHQODJUHWVWU¡P







 
9
$

N:
N9$
/$ /$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
7HPSHUDWXULIRUGHOLQJ 

&

//
.XUVQULQQPDWLQJ 

6XPQHGVWU¡PVWDS >N:@
Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3)63[$/
(
&
P 

9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
7$32)))5$6.,11(


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XXXVIII 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. 1
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6$&(
;7,UX$1
(.,3/6,
$
N$,FV
$
$
P

, $ $ $
W V V V
Min tillatt Max tillatt Instillt verdi

 $ $ $
V V V
,
W
Min tillatt Max tillatt Instillt verdi
 $ $ $,
Min tillatt Max tillatt Instillt verdi
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
7$32)))5$6.,11(


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XXXIX 
 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. 2
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQLNNHEHK¡YHUnY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UW
MRUGIHLOYHUQ
Inntak/fordeling
%HVNULYHOVH
  

)RUGHOLQJVW\SH  '&
0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q
6DPPHQODJUHWVWU¡P







 
9
$

N:
N9$
/$ /$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
7HPSHUDWXULIRUGHOLQJ 

&

//
.XUVQULQQPDWLQJ 

6XPQHGVWU¡PVWDS >N:@
Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3)63[$/
(
&
P 

9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
7$32)))5$6.,11(


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XL 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. 2
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6$&(
;7,UX$1
(.,3/6,
$
N$,FV
$
$
P

, $ $ $
W V V V
Min tillatt Max tillatt Instillt verdi

 $ $ $
V V V
,
W
Min tillatt Max tillatt Instillt verdi
 $ $ $,
Min tillatt Max tillatt Instillt verdi
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
7$32)))5$6.,11(


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLI 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW101
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Fast belastning
%HVNULYHOVH
 /<65208

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





/\VURP8
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kortslutningsvern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kortslutningsvern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW105
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Fast belastning
%HVNULYHOVH
 /<65208

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





/\VURP8
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kortslutningsvern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kortslutningsvern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLIII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW106-2,5
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Fast belastning
%HVNULYHOVH
 /<65208

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





/\VURP8
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kortslutningsvern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kortslutningsvern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLIV 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW106-4
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Fast belastning
%HVNULYHOVH
 /<65208



0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





/\VURP8
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kortslutningsvern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kortslutningsvern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLV 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW500
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..5208

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..52088
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLVI 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW500 LAN
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..520



0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..52088
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLVII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 1
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





7HVW
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLVIII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 2
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





7HVW
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
XLIX 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW508
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..,.$1$/.21725

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
L 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW509
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..,.$1$/


0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LI 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW510
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..,.$1$/



0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 1
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67


0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LIII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 2
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67


0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LIV 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. TEST 3
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67


0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


//
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
Vernet tilfredsstiller ikke alle krav i forskrift/norm
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    #
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9'&
%MHUNHYJVNROH/LNHVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 06.05.2014 15:56:40
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LV 
 
 
 
'RNXPHQWDVMRQIRUDQOHJJHW
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
Anleggsadresse Kunde, eier
Utarbeidet av:
&2:,$6
2VOR
*UHQVHYHLHQ
3RVWERNV(WWHUVWDG2VOR
26/2
7HO
8QGHUYLVLQLQJVE\JJ2VOR.RPPXQH
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYQ
26/2
7HO

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LVI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
7$32)))5$6.,11(
 

$

P
3
)6
3
[

$
/
 

$

P
3
)6
3
[

$
/
716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
2VOR
*UHQVHYHLHQ
 26/2
7HO 
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
 26/2
Kunde, eier:
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYQ
3RVWERNV(WWHUVWDG
 26/2
Anlegg: 21.05.2014 12:13:42
9V
'DWR
9

6LGH
DY
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LVII 
 
 
 
 
 
$ (
P3)63[$/
 

$ (
P3)63[$/
 

716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
2VOR
*UHQVHYHLHQ
 26/2
7HO 
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
 26/2
Kunde, eier:
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYQ
3RVWERNV(WWHUVWDG
 26/2
Anlegg: 21.05.2014 12:13:43
Fordeling
7$32)))5$6.,11(
9V
'DWR
9


6LGH
DY
Dato:
1(.


(
P3)63[$/
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 /\VURP8
.:
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 /\VURP8
.:
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 /\VURP8
.:

P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 /\VURP8
.:

P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 67,..52088
.:
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 67,..52088
.:
/$1
716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
2VOR
*UHQVHYHLHQ
 26/2
7HO 
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
 26/2
Kunde, eier:
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYQ
3RVWERNV(WWHUVWDG
 26/2
Anlegg: 21.05.2014 12:13:43
Fordeling
 
9V
'DWR
9


6LGH
DY
Dato:
1(.

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LVIII 
 
 
 
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 7HVW
7(67
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 7HVW
7(67
716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
2VOR
*UHQVHYHLHQ
 26/2
7HO 
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
 26/2
Kunde, eier:
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYQ
3RVWERNV(WWHUVWDG
 26/2
Anlegg: 21.05.2014 12:13:43
Fordeling
 
9V
'DWR
9


6LGH
DY
Dato:
1(.

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LIX 
 
 
 

(
P3)63[$/
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
.:
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
.:
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
.:
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
7(67
P$
$&
(
P3);3*&8 67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
7(67
P$
$&
#
(
P3);3*&8 67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
7(67
716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
2VOR
*UHQVHYHLHQ
 26/2
7HO 
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
 26/2
Kunde, eier:
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYQ
3RVWERNV(WWHUVWDG
 26/2
Anlegg: 21.05.2014 12:13:43
Fordeling
 
9V
'DWR
9


6LGH
DY
Dato:
1(.

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LX 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. 2
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQLNNHEHK¡YHUnY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UW
MRUGIHLOYHUQ
Inntak/fordeling
%HVNULYHOVH
  

)RUGHOLQJVW\SH  716
0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q
6DPPHQODJUHWVWU¡P







 
9
$

N:
N9$
/$ /$ /$ 1$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
7HPSHUDWXULIRUGHOLQJ 

&

///1
.XUVQULQQPDWLQJ 

6XPQHGVWU¡PVWDS >N:@
Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3)63[$/
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6$&(
;7,UX$1
(.,3/6,
$
N$,FV
$
$
P

, $ $ $
W V V V
Min tillatt Max tillatt Instillt verdi
 $ $ $,
Min tillatt Max tillatt Instillt verdi
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
7$32)))5$6.,11(


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXI 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. 2
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[    
,MPD[HQGH    
,MPLQ    
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
7$32)))5$6.,11(


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXII 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW101
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Fast belastning
%HVNULYHOVH
 /<65208

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





/\VURP8
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kortslutningsvern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXIII 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW101
Beregningsresultater
Kortslutningsvern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXIV 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW105
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Fast belastning
%HVNULYHOVH
 /<65208

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





/\VURP8
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kortslutningsvern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXV 
 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW105
Beregningsresultater
Kortslutningsvern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXVI 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW106-2,5
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Fast belastning
%HVNULYHOVH
 /<65208

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





/\VURP8
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kortslutningsvern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXVII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW106-2,5
Beregningsresultater
Kortslutningsvern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXVIII 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW106-4
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Fast belastning
%HVNULYHOVH
 /<65208



0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





/\VURP8
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kortslutningsvern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXIX 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW106-4
Beregningsresultater
Kortslutningsvern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXX 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW500
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..5208

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..52088
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXI 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW500
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW500 LAN
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..520



0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..52088
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXIII 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. -KW500 LAN
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXIV 
 
 
 
 
Kurs nr. TEST 1
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





7HVW
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXV 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 1
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXVI 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 2
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





7HVW
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXVII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 2
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXVIII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW508
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..,.$1$/.21725

0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXIX 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW508
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXX 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW509
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..,.$1$/


0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXI 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW509
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW510
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 67,..,.$1$/



0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXIII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. -KW510
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXIV 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 1
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67


0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXV 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 1
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXVI 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 2
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67


0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXVII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 2
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXVIII 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 3
Beregningsresultater
'HWHUDQJLWWDWNXUVHQVNDOY UHEHVN\WWHWDYHWVWU¡PVW\UWMRUGIHLOYHUQ
Variabel last
%HVNULYHOVH
 7(67


0HUNHVSHQQLQJ
/DVWVWU¡P
&RVSKL
0HUNHHIIHNW3Q
0HUNH\WHOVH6Q





67,..,.$1$/.21725(5
9
$

N:
N9$
$QWDOOIDVHU 
)DVHNREOLQJ 
8WQ\WWHOVHJUDG 


/1
6DPWLGLJKHWVIDNWRU


Spenningsfall totalt 
WLOVLVWHIRUGHOLQJ 
9
9


.OHPPHVSHQQLQJ  
RYHU.DEHO  0DNVLPDOOHQJGH9  P
Kabel
.DEHOW\SHOHGHUO¡VQLQJ

5HILQVWPHW

2PJLYHOVHWHPSHUDWXU
.DEHOOHQJGH
7DSLNDEHO
6WU¡PI¡ULQJVHYQH




$QQHQNRUUHNVMRQVIDNWRU
: :P
$
3);3*&8
(
&
P 

Kombinert vern, merking 



($1QXPPHU







$UWLNNHOQXPPHU)DEULNDW
%U\WHUHQKHW
8WO¡VHUHQKHW
0HUNHVWU¡P
%U\WHHYQH
,YHUGL
,,PYHUGL
.DEHOVW¡UVWHOHQJGHVRPYLOJLHOHNWURPDJQHWLVNXWNREOLQJDYDOOHIHLOVWU¡PPHU
$%%6727=
'60&
''$&
$
N$,FV
$
$
P
Vernet tilfredsstiller ikke alle krav i forskrift/norm
0HUNHXWO¡VHVWU¡PMRUGIHLO 
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 


1(.


6LGH
DY
9HU
'DWR
Dato:

DC Supply in Buildings 
 
LXXXIX 
 
 
 
 
  
Kurs nr. TEST 3
Beregningsresultater
Kombinert vern
t utkobling [s]Ik [kA] cos phi î [kA] Kabelt=k²S²/I² [s]
,NSPD[    
,NSPD[HQGH    
,NSPLQ    #
,MPD[  
,MPD[HQGH  
,MPLQ  
# 9HUQHWWLOIUHGVVWLOOHULNNHDOOHNUDYLIRUVNULIWQRUP
 ,NNHIRUVNULIWVVWULGLJPHQY URSSPHUNVRPSnO¡VQLQJHQ
9716
%MHUNHYJVNROH9HNVHOVWU¡P
&2:,$6
*UHQVHYHLHQ
26/2
7HO
Anleggets adresse:
6WDWVUnG0DWKLVHQVYHL
26/2
Beregningsresultater for anlegget: 22.05.2014 13:30:16
Fordeling
 

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18 Overview of the Digital Attachments 
 
• MATLAB model and scripts for the 20 W PFC 
• MATLAB model and scripts for the 100 W PFC 
• MATLAB model and scripts for the 270 W PFC 
• Lab measurements 
• Error searching for the MATLAB model 
• PSIM model script for the 100 W PFC 
• PSIM model script for the 270 W PFC 
• MATLAB model and scripts for the 20 kW PFC 
• Measurements at Bjerke Upper Secondary School 
• Risk analysis performed for the measurements at Bjerke Upper Secondary 
School 
• FEBDOK analysis for two sub distributions at Bjerke Upper Secondary School, 
AC and DC system solution 
 
 
